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Executive Summary
The GSCI and GRRB conducted a study to gather and present Gwich’in Traditional Knowledge of
grizzly bears. There is a now‐stable population of grizzly bears in the Gwich’in Settlement Area
and surrounding regions which are encountered by Gwich’in living in Inuvik, Aklavik, Fort
McPherson, and Tsiigehtchic. The Canadian population is classified as Special Concern by the
Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC), as their population is
sensitive to development (such as mining and road‐building) and cumulative impacts due to low
reproductive rates and poor conditions in parts of their natural range. The study involved
searching the digital archives of GSCI for relevant primary and secondary data, and conducting
13 traditional knowledge interviews with Gwich’in hunters and Elders. Verification sessions
were also conducted to review the final report.
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Introduction
Description of project
The Gwich’in Renewable Resources Board (GRRB)
and Gwich’in Social and Cultural Institute (GSCI)
applied for funding to undertake a multi‐
component Gwich’in Knowledge of Species at Risk
project in late 2011, and were awarded funding
from the Aboriginal Funds for Species at Risk
(Environment Canada) program in late summer of
2012. The program included funding for separate
Gwich’in TK studies for grizzly bears, wolverine,
and mountain woodland caribou. The grizzly bear
study is the first component of this project.
The study is led by a four‐member steering
committee: John Norbert (Tsiigehtchic), James
William Modeste being interviewed in
Andre (Fort McPherson), Fanny Greenland (Aklavik),
GRRB Office, 2012.
and William Francis (Inuvik), representing all NWT
Photo: J. Edwards, GRRB.
Gwich’in communities. The committee met for the first
time on November 21, 2012 in Inuvik. The meeting included a review of the project goals and
background, informed consent statement (see Appendix A) and all questionnaires (see Appendix
B for grizzly bear questionnaire). They also selected potential interviewees.
Building on existing sources of Gwich’in TK, this study included interviews with 13 Gwich’in
hunters and Elders to compile information about grizzly habitat, behaviour, threats, and
population.

Previous TK studies on grizzly bears in the region
Gwich’in TK of Grizzly bears was specifically targeted in four previous studies. Additionally,
information about grizzlies has been collected incidentally in various other Gwich’in Social and
Cultural Institute and Gwich’in Renewable Resource Board projects. In footnotes in this report,
the acronym GTK 2012‐3 will be added after interviewees names to indicate information was
provided during the current project.
Traditional Use Of Grizzly Bear in the Richardson Mountains ‐ 1987
In 1987, Sam Bullock of the Department of Renewable Resources, Government of the Northwest
Territories, conducted interviews with Aklavik residents about grizzly bears. A short report
“Questionnaire Summary: Traditional Use Of Grizzly Bear in the Richardson Mountains N.W.T.”
was produced with information from Aklavik and Fort McPherson hunters (Bullock 1987).
Gwich’in Environmental Knowledge Project – 1996‐7
The Gwich’in Environmental Knowledge Project of the GRRB included eight Elder interviews
about grizzly bears and one community review session, completed in 1996 and 1997. These
interviews were conducted to increase the use of traditional knowledge in resource
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management. Information from the interview transcripts is included in this report, and in the
footnotes, the acronym GEKP 1996‐7 will be added to interviewee’s names to indicate
information supplied during this project.
Local Knowledge of Grizzly and Black Bears – 1999
The GRRB and the Department of Environment and Natural Resources, Government of the
Northwest Territories conducted a local knowledge study on bears, focussing on hunting,
identifying range and denning, and instances of problem bears at camps. Twenty‐six people
were interviewed in Aklavik, and 45 people were interviewed in Fort McPherson. The study
began in 1999 and draft reports are available (Wildlife Management, Department of Resources,
Wildlife and Economic Development 2003a, b).
Dall Sheep, Grizzly Bear and Wolf Project – 2006‐2011
From 2006‐2011, Catherine Lambert‐Koizumi of the Gwich’in Renewable Resources Board
completed a Gwich’in knowledge study on Dall sheep, grizzly bear, and wolf interactions.
Twenty one interviews from this project are also included in this report. They focus on the
predator‐prey relationships between wolves, grizzlies and Dall sheep (Lambert‐Koizumi 2011).
The acronym DSGBW 2006‐11 indicates information was provided during this project.

Methodology
The GRRB and GSCI worked together to carry out this project. A total of 13 semi‐structured
interviews were carried out by the project director and a local co‐ordinator hired for the work.
Interviews were conducted in all four NWT Gwich’in communities (Aklavik, Fort McPherson,
Inuvik, and Tsiigehtchic). An informed consent statement (Appendix A) was reviewed with the
interviewees, which described the project fully, including the use of the information. A
questionnaire was used by interviewers to guide the interviews (Appendix B). All interviews
were recorded using a Phillips Conference Recording System Model # LFH 0955 digital sound
recorder, which stores the sound file in MP3 format. Sound files were later transcribed to GSCI
standards. All transcripts and sound files are held by GSCI and GRRB, and original research
materials will be placed in storage in the GSCI’s storage area in the NWT Archives when the
project is complete. Interviewees were given the option of receiving a copy of the sound
recording or typed transcript, which was delivered in person where possible. After the
interviews were complete, a series of verification sessions were held in Tsiigehtchic (two
participants) and Fort McPherson (three participants). Sessions were planned in Inuvik and
Aklavik but a coordinator was unavailable at the time. The report was read aloud in the session
and the participants provided feedback as appropriate.
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Gwich’in Traditional Knowledge: Grizzly Bears
In the Teetł’it Gwich’in dialect spoken in the
community of Fort McPherson, grizzly bears
are known as Shih. In the Gwichya Gwich’in
dialect spoken in Tsiigehtchic, grizzly bears
are known as Sheh.

tell me, He’s listening to us. …It was true.
They say even if he is sleeping, he knows
you are talking about him.”4

Special significance of grizzly bears
Interviewees were taught that it is not
appropriate to say bad things or ‘talk smart’
about grizzly bears – this animal should be
respected. “[An] old timer would say not
to talk smart about bear, and it’s true too,
… if I was talking smart about bear … some
time in my life I’ll run into it all alone and
it’ll attack me… if you see the little kids
talking about bear, talking smart, just go
over there and tell them not to talk about
that animal like that. Because … they’re
listening to you.” 1 If the bear does not
attack you, it may target your camp, or your
luck may change.2 They may also target
your camp if you try to kill them with
poison. 3
Grizzly bears are very intelligent and they
can hear disrespectful talk about them even
if they are hibernating – “…there’s a lot of
old timers, before these old people died,
like Johnny Kay, … Abraham Francis,
George Robert. Sometimes I go and visit
them. Nothing to do so they tell me
stories. They talk about this bear, grizzly.
They say it was sleeping in the winter [so
if] we are talking about him, … [the Elders]

Abe Peterson being interviewed in Band Office in Fort
McPherson, 2012.
Photo: J. Edwards, GRRB.

According to most interviewees, grizzly
bears should be respected, not bothered,
and left alone if they are seen, which is how
Elders say to be respectful of them.
In the past, traditional management
practises were decided upon by an Elder
who was the law‐maker:
… my dad and my granddad and everybody,
[long ago], our ancestors, they make a law
[for] everything. [They decide when] not to
kill, when to kill, what kind to kill and all
that, so people would know what to do.
They don't break the law. They just follow
that old man, what he tells them.

1

Abe Peterson GTK 2012‐3
Abe Peterson GTK 2012‐3, Abe Stewart DSGBW
2006‐11
3
Abe Stewart DSGBW 2006‐11
2
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He tells them not to kill grizzly bear unless it
bothers you. If it's going to make you stuck,
then you could kill it. Because out in the
country where you walk, it's going to be lots
of the meat on it and you're alone, you can't
pack everything yourself. So we were told
not to bother it, but just to talk to it and to
tell them to go away.5

throat... it’s just like ointment. You put it
on your skin, on your rheumatism or
arthritis, you put that [on it]. Just rub it on
and they say if you’re getting bald‐headed,
that is where you put it.”11

Legends and old‐time stories refer to a time
long ago when grizzlies were equal to
people – “long ago they used... to be
people too, you know. They been a human
being one time.”6 To this day, having a
grizzly bear appear in a dream has special
meaning.7
Like all animals, grizzly bears should be
respected if they are hunted. This generally
means that the right tools should be used,
the tools should be sharp and well‐cared‐
for, and the animal should be properly
butchered with waste disposed of carefully.
No blood or other waste should be left
around to be walked through.8 When a
bear is being butchered, “you don’t step
over it, or any parts, … you have to make
sure you walk around it clock‐wise.”9
Although grizzly bears may not have had
particular importance in the past, they are
economically important in recent days as
their furs are particularly valuable.10
Grizzly bear fat can be used medicinally as
well. “The grease … if you have sore
Grizzly Bears on Dempster Highway.
Photo: L. Norbert.
5

Mary Kendi DSGBW 2006‐11
Antoine Andre GEKP 1996‐7
7
Mabel English, William Teya GEKP 1996‐7
8
Mary Kendi, Robert Alexie Sr., Gabe Andre, Alfred
Semple GEKP 1996‐7
9
Mabel English GEKP 1996‐7
10
William Modeste GTK 2012‐3
6
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Mabel English GEKP 1996‐7
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snow start melting and dripping in

Legends
Many legends include grizzly bears. A few
examples are included in this report.
Asleep in a Bear Den
‐Mary Kendi, Ehdiitat Gwich’in12
[I’ll] tell old time story. Two boys
were hunting caribou or looking for
caribou, and they go to Black
Mountain. They don’t see caribou and
they can’t go back, it’s too late. So
they camp around looking for a place

front of that den, dripping at the
doorway, they woke up. And then
from there they went back home. The
others thought they were dead or
animal had killed them or something
like that.
They slept all winter. That’s why
they say they’re not supposed to go
into a bear den and have a rest! They’ll
sleep for one year.
Now you know how to catch up on
your sleep.

to sleep. They find bear den, they went
in there to rest, it was in the fall.
The Young Man and the Grizzly Bear
‐Laura Pascal, Teetł’it Gwich’in13
This story took place many years
ago. A large tribe of Indians were
living by a big lake during early fall.
The Indians were planning a big feast
and all kinds of food was gathered.
Soon there was every kind of animal
except porcupine, so two young men
were told to go out and get some.
Mary Kendi in her home in Aklavik in 2007.
Photo: K. Benson, GSCI.

They went in there to rest, and they

The two young men walked many
miles before they found a porcupine
and killed it. It was getting late in the

fell asleep and they never got up until

evening so they built a fire and cooked

springtime!

the porcupine. They ate the porcupine

You know how bear sleep. They

then went to sleep by the fire.

went like that, they slept all winter.

Sometime during early morning, one of

Next springtime in April, when the

them woke up to a sound. He was
covered by a caribou blanket and could

12

Ehdiitat Gwich’in Place Names Workshop January
1999, Tape 21, slightly edited by K. Benson

13

COPE Story, date unknown.
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hear bones being eaten by what

The bear drank, then rolled around

sounded like a dog. Very slowly he

in the slushy snow by the lake and once

peeked and saw a big grizzly bear. The

more climbed the little bank and made

bear was all covered with ice and when

his way through the bush to the fire

it is covered by ice, it is very hard to

place. By this time he had eaten about

kill. He tried to wake his friend but he

half of the young man's body. He

was very hard to wake. He did not

started to eat again and afterwards he

want [to make] any noise so he

went to drink and came back again, ate

pinched him, hoping he would get up

again, then made another trip to the

quietly. The young man kicked and got

lake. He was in no great rush. At last,

the grizzly bear on the leg and in a

the whole body was gone and the old

second the huge bear was attacking

grizzly looked up into the tree where

him. It was useless to try to save him,

the figure remained motionless. The

so his friend ran to the nearest tree and

bear started toward the tree.

climbed it. Here he sat while the ugly
old bear ate his friend, little by little.
The bear ate and after some time it

In the meantime, the young man
was miles away, running towards
home. He had no way to kill this big

went down to a lake which was not too

animal. He knew the grizzly would

far away. The bear drank water from

look for him when he was through with

an overflow of water on the ice. Then

his friend. He had a whole bunch of

he came back to continue eating and

arrows. He had his own plus the ones

he knew another man was sitting in the

that belonged to his friend. What he

tree nearby. After some time the bear

would do if the bear came along

started for the lake again and while he

behind him was already forming in his

was away, the young man jumped

mind. He would shoot an arrow into

down and grabbed his blanket. He

bushes on the other side of his trail and

rolled it up to make it look like a figure

he knew the bear would chase it. That

of a man. He also got his bow and

would take the bear away from his trail

arrow ready. He sat and waited in the

for a while. So, with this thought

tree for the bear to come back. Again

running through his mind, the young

the grizzly bear started eating. He ate

man ran on towards home.

more of the body then started down to

When the bear got to the tree back

the lake again. As soon as the bear

at the fire place, he climbed and

disappeared into the bushes towards

reached for the figure he thought was

the lake, the young man set the

a young man. But it was only the

blanket up in his place in the tree and

man's caribou skin blanket. When the

started down the tree. As soon as he

grizzly bear got hold of it, he tore it to

got down he crept very quietly away as

pieces. After this, he started looking

fast as he could.

around, sniffing. Soon he found the
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trail the young man followed and went

when he could taste no meat, he just

after him.

left them and went on.

The young man was running along

By this time, the people at the

the trail and soon heard the sound

camp were all ready to meet the grizzly

behind him, so he stopped just long

bear. About six men were on their way

enough to shoot an arrow into a big

to rescue the young man coming

tree far away. The arrow hit the tree

towards them on the lake. When they

and it made a sharp sound. The grizzly

reached him, he fell to his feet. The six

bear stopped then went off the trail

strong men picked him up and ran.

towards the sound he heard. He went

They got him home safely but he

to the tree and looked all around it

became unconscious. In the meantime,

expecting to see something. While the

the grizzly bear, not knowing what lay

bear checked, the young man put a

ahead of him, came across the lake

good distance between himself and the

towards the camp. The men at the

bear. Soon as the bear was sure no

camp made a big hole in the ice just

one was around the tall tree, he went

below the bank where the big camp

back to the trail the young man had

was. It did not take long, as the work

taken. But as soon as he was near

was started as soon as the man first

enough, the young man shot at

called for help from across the lake.

another tree and again the bear went

There were a lot of men and by the

to check out the sound. This went on

time the grizzly bear was near enough,

all the way and just when they reached

the hole in the ice was ready and so

the big lake where the people lived, the

were the men. Up the hill at the same

young man shot his last arrow into the

time, wood was gathered and a big fire

bushes. Then he hit the lake and ran as

was built near two strong old trees.

fast as he could and called for help.

The people were going to finish off the

The people heard his cry for help and

grizzly bear. The bear killed one of

immediately help was on the way. In

their young men and it had chased the

the meantime, the bear came upon an

other one all the way home. The

open area behind the man. The young

people were terrified but they were

man let him come pretty close then

going to try their best to kill the bear.

threw his bow as far as he could

The bear was now only a few yards

backwards and to his left. The bear ran

away.

toward the bow and gave the young

Two men, very smart, fast and

man a chance to get further ahead.

strong, were waiting with a large bag

The next item he had to throw was one

made of moose hide. They stood half

side of his mitts and then the other

way up the hill. The grizzly bear got to

side, all this the bear tried to eat but

the big hole in the ice, it fell in and
swam clumsily across. It came out and
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just as its head came out of the water,
the men ran to it and put the bag over
his head. As soon as this was done, all
the men waiting up the hill came down

Old timer and grizzly bears
‐Thomas Mitchell, Gwichya Gwich’in14
An old timer, he killed 30 grizzly

and grabbed the bear and took it up
the hill. The grizzly bear was tied to a

bears in his life. But after that, he got

long pole and they tied up the legs and

scared of it. He sneaked up to grizzly

arms as well. The bear was then tied

bear on the mountain, but the grizzly,

onto the two big trees with its stomach

he just acted like a human, so the old

toward the fire. The ice was all melting

timer got scared. What the grizzly

off from the heat. The people got out

showed him, was that he had killed

their drums and started drumming.

human beings. So he never shot any

The bear was kicking furiously and

more after that. The grizzly bear lay

groaning. As soon as the ice was all

down like this, on the side of the

gone and more wood was thrown on to

mountain, then once in a while he look

the fire, the grizzly bear died

all over. The old timer said he never

eventually.

shot another one. All the grizzly bear

The people were all satisfied, they
had killed the grizzly bear. They had

he shot, it was just like he killed people,
[because they] act like humans.

no way to kill it except by fire and it
was done successfully.

14

Thomas Mitchell GEKP 1996‐7, re‐worded slightly
by K. Benson. 06/02/96.
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Place names and trails
Maps on the following pages show places
mentioned in this report, and trails
associated with grizzly bear hunting. The
trails map is based on data gathered during
the Dene Mapping Project in the 1970s and
1980s. The trails were noted as dating to as
early as 1900.

Gwich’in names
Several Gwich’in place names referring to
grizzly bears have been recorded by the
GSCI in the Gwich’in area. These maps are
included in a map on the following pages.
1. Shih Han (Grizzly bear‐River) or Bear
Creek. This place name refers to a creek
that flows into the Rat River. It was named
for fighting bears – “…there’s a creek called
Bear Creek, right through where the mouth
come out, around there, two grizzly been
killing one another that’s why they call it
Bear Creek, this was years ago.”15 Both
Bear Creek and East Bear Creek are referred
to as Shih Han by Ehdiitat Gwich’in.

larger.16 They can rarely be ‘cinnamon’
coloured.17 Grizzlies have a large hump on
their neck.18 Black bears may also be brown
in colour though, which can cause confusion
from a distance.19 Grizzlies walk in a
distinctive way.20 They also have different
tracks – “the [grizzly bear’s] tracks are
bigger and you could see the toenails
clearly; they have big toe nails, and the
back should be smaller.”21 The back of the
grizzly’s foot is known as kaih tł’ee tr’uu’
(‘under the foot – rough’). It is deeper than
a black bear’s.22 Grizzlies’ large claws can
be three inches long, and are used for
digging roots from the ground and around
stumps – they can dig an extraordinary
amount of dirt with their claws.23
Grizzly bears in the Delta are smaller than
those found in the mountains.24

2. Shih Han (Grizzly bear‐river) or Bear
River. This place name refers to a creek
which flows into the Wind River.
3. Sheh Nèekài’ (Grizzly bear‐wounded) or
Wounded Bear Lake. This place name
refers to a lake located near Bathing Lake.

Physical description
Grizzly bears are generally easily
distinguished from black bears. Grizzlies
are lighter in colour with silver or cream‐
yellow sheen, have a shinier coat, and are

15

Walter Alexie GTK 2012‐3

16

Eddy McLeod, William Modeste GTK 2012‐3
Wildlife Management, Department of Resources,
Wildlife and Economic Development 2003a, b
18
Noel Andre GTK 2012‐3, many others
19
William Modeste GTK 2012‐3
20
Walter Alexie GTK 2012‐3
21
William Modeste GTK 2012‐3
22
Verification session Fort McPherson
23
Antoine Andre GEKP 1996‐7
24
Steering Committee meeting March 26, 2014.
17
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Shingle Point

Drah Njik (Cache Creek)
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(Mackenzie
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Richardson
Mountains
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Wolverine River
II
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2
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Khaii Luk (Travaillant Lake)

T
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(Rock River)
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8

Nagwichoonjik (Mackenzie River)

(James Creek)
Tsiigehnjik (Arctic Red River)
Vihtł’òo Njik (Road River)
Teetł’it Gwinjik (Peel River)
Gwich'in Settlement Area

Edigii Njik (Caribou River)

1 Ok Choo (Big Eddy)
Gwazhàl Njik (Ogilvie River)

2 Chigwaazraii (Black Mountain)
3 Łuk Tshik (Fish Creek)
4 Shih Han (Bear Creek)
5 Daadzaii Van (Summit Lake)
6 Chii Ezhah Njik (Sheep Creek)
7 Ddhah Zhìt Han (Rat River)
8 Dempster Highway at Border
Communities:
F-Fort McPherson
T-Tsiigehtchic
I-Inuvik
A-Aklavik
National Geographic, Esri, DeLorme, NAVTEQ, UNEP-WCMC,
USGS, NASA, ESA, METI, NRCAN, GEBCO, NOAA, iPC

Figure 1. Map of Gwich'in Settlement Area showing names used in this report.

Names in this map are from the GSCI’s Gwich’in Place Names Database. This database includes
Gwichya Gwich’in, Teetł’it Gwich’in, Nihtat Gwich’in, and Ehdiitat Gwich’in names.
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All trails
Trails including 'Grizzly' tag
National Geographic, Esri, DeLorme, NAVTEQ, UNEP-WCMC,
USGS, NASA, ESA, METI, NRCAN, GEBCO, NOAA, iPC

Figure 2. Map of Dene Mapping Project trails.

Note: The ‘Grizzly’ tag on the trails indicates that the trail was used to harvest grizzly bears. The
Dene Mapping Project was a large Mackenzie Valley‐wide project undertaken by the Dene
Nation in the 1970s and 1980s to gather traditional use information for use in negotiating the
Denendeh Claim.
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Shih Han

Sheh Nèekài’

Shih Han

National Geographic, Esri,
DeLorme, NAVTEQ, UNEP-WCMC,
Figure 3. Map of traditional Gwich’in place names referencing grizzly bears.
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Grizzly bears seen in the Mackenzie Delta
appear to be the same as those seen in the
mountains.25 However, grizzlies in Alaska,
and around Dawson, are larger than those
in the NWT or further north in the Yukon.26
There appears to have been no changes in
grizzly bear appearance over the last few
decades.27 However, it is getting harder to
find large bears (those worth hunting)
around Aklavik in the last few years – “…it is
harder to find the big bears. Maybe they
get up earlier in the spring and start
travelling right away. Move to where
they’re eating, good eating … The small
ones wake up later. The bigger you are,
the more you have to eat.”28
The larger bears around Aklavik may also
experience greater hunting pressure.29
With the combined tags for the Gwich’in
and Inuvialuit at around 10 grizzlies, “they
are always taking the biggest bears. You
can’t find any eight‐footers or any big
bears anymore. We used to have a lot of
big bears.”30
Grizzly bears are known to be able to move
very fast for their size.31 An adult, before it
goes into the den, can range from five to
eight feet in length, or more.32

Grizzlies have an excellent sense of smell,
and can smell a carcass from a long
distance.33 They can also smell bear roots in
the ground.34 Their eyesight, however, is
poor.35
Grizzly bear meat is good for dogs when the
bear is in good shape or fat. However,
when they are in poor shape, they are not
good for consumption even by dogs and the
meat has a strong odor.36 For example, an
old, toothless bear shot at a fish camp
smelled so strongly that in order to skin it,
the hunter had to stand down‐wind. A
black bear that wandered near the meat
left and never returned to the camp.37
More information on use of grizzly meat is
within the human interaction section,
below.
Female grizzly bears, and younger bears,
may have a lighter coat colour than adult
males.38 However, colour may not be the
best indicator of age or if they are male or
female, as all adults can be a range of
colours.39 Males are larger and stouter than
the smaller, slimmer females. Males have
sharper faces, larger noses, and can look
better kept – nicer teeth, nicer coat.40
Grizzlies shed their coats in the summer,
making them look shaggy. They have a new

25

Aklavik Hunter GTK 2012‐3
Walter Alexie GTK 2012‐3, Alfred Semple DSGBW
2006‐11
27
Abe Wilson GTK 2012‐3
28
Eddie Greenland GTK 2012‐3
29
Eddy McLeod GTK 2012‐3, also mentioned by
Patrick Gordon DSGBW 2006‐11 and others
30
Dale Semple DSGBW 2006‐11
31
Abe Peterson GTK 2012‐3, Woody Elias DSGBW
2006‐11, many others
32
Antoine Andre, Gabe Andre GEKP 1996‐7
26

33

Abe Peterson, Woody Elias GTK 2012‐3
Antoine Andre GEKP 1996‐7
35
William Modeste GTK 2012‐3
36
Abe Peterson, Woody Elias GTK 2012‐3
37
Douglas Kendo, Tsiigehtchic verification session
38
Eddie Greenland, Freddie Furlong GTK 2012‐3
39
Antoine Andre GEKP 1996‐7
40
William Modeste GTK 2012‐3, Antoine Andre,
Elizabeth Greenland, Gabe Andre GEKP 1996‐7,
Thomas Mitchell GEKP 1996‐7
34
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coat by fall.41 Grizzlies can get bald patches,
either from rubbing or fighting.42 They may
also shed before winter and have a new
coat by the time they emerge from their
dens.43 Before they shed, their hair may
look to be a different colour.44
Robert Alexie identified three types of bears
in the area – black bears, grizzly bears, and
an intermediate bear: “there’s three kinds
here, … there’s black bear and there’s
between black and … grizzly bear, in
between there’s …half brown half black,
like different color, they got name for it to
Gwich’in… it’s between black and brown
bear … its partly black and partly brown.
Half, might as well say its half breed.”45
These bears are closer in size to grizzlies.
The name for these bears in Gwich’in is
Shoh Tsik (bear‐brown).46

41

Elizabeth Greenland GEKP 1996‐7, Thomas Mitchell
GEKP 1996‐7
42
Freddy Furlong GTK 2012‐3
43
Mabel English GEKP 1996‐7
44
Gabe Andre GEKP 1996‐7
45
Robert Alexie Sr. GTK 2012‐3
46
William G. Firth, pers. comm. March 2014.
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Diet
The following food sources were mentioned by interviewees:
Noted as important:
 Tthaa (T/G) Ground Squirrels, Spermophilus parryii (important)
 Trih (T) Treh (G47) Roots (bear roots) (important) Hedysarum alpinum
 Jak Berries (important)
 Natł’at Cranberries Vaccinium vitis‐idaea
 Nakàl (G) Nakal (T) yellowberries Rubus chamaemorus
 Ja'k zheii (G) jak naalyuu or jak zheii (T) blueberries Vaccinium uliginosum
 K'aii Kw'uth (T) Red Osier Dogwood (white berries) Cornus stolonifera
 Dineech’ùh (G) dineech’uh (T) Blackberries (crowberries) Empetrum nigrum
 Nichiı̨h̀ (G) Nichih (T) Rosehips Rosa acicularis
 Others
 Vàdzaih Caribou Rangifer tarandus (important)
 Łuk Fish (Important)
 Dhik’ii Rat River Dolly Varden char Salvelinus malma
 Sriijaa Greyling Thymallus arcticus
 Eltyin Jackfish Esox lucius
 Łuk dagaii; łuk dagąįį (G); łuk zheii (T), dalts’an (T); dalts’in (G) Whitefish
Coregonus spp.
 Ineelu’ Minnows
 Others
Others:
 Dinjik Moose Alces alces
 Divii Dall sheep Ovis dalli
 Dats’an Ducks
 Dzan Muskrats Ondatra zibethicus
 Leaves/vegetation/grass/seeds
 Willows (pussy willows)
 Silverberry seeds (grizzly berries) Elaeagnus commutate48
 Geh Rabbit/Hare Lepus americanus
 Tsè’ (G) Tsèe’ (T) Beaver Castor canadensis
 Insects
 Daagoo Ptarmigan (possibly) Lagopus lagopus
47

Plant names from Alestine Andre and Alan Fehr (2002) Gwich’in Ethnobotany: Plants used by the Gwich’in for Food,
Medicine, Shelter and Tools. Second edition. Inuvik: Gwich’in Social and Cultural Institute and Aurora Research
Institute, and Alestine Andre (pers.comm.).
48
Mrs. Sarah Simon, pers. comm. Ingrid Kritsch 2001.
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Roots are commonly found in the
Mackenzie Delta in the riverbanks, and
throughout the mountains.49 They are
“good in the fall, and starting to be getting
juicy in September.”50 People travelling on
the land often see where grizzlies have
been digging for roots and ground
squirrels.51 Evidence of digging is often
seen on the sand bars and gravel bars up
the Peel River.52 The grizzlies will keep
eating the roots until ‘they’re fat’ and ready
for their dens.53

to arrive.54 When asked if there were any
special plant or mineral a grizzly needed to
survive, some interviewees said ‘berries.’
And now I have the American dogwood. …
But we don't use the berry. The berries are
white and waxy. And we always notice that
before the bears go into hibernation in the
fall, this is the last berry crop that they will
eat, if they can get it because they really put
on the fat with the dogwood berry.55
Berries may be more available to grizzlies as
fewer people are picking them.56 Grizzlies’
reliance on vegetation for food is one
reason why they grow so slowly.57
The Porcupine caribou herd is an important
food source for grizzly bears, and for many
other animals as well. When the caribou
herds migrate close to the community, it’s
good for people and many animals in the
region as well – “…good thing for
everything, people, bear, wolves,
fox…everybody’s happy, everything eat,
[even] martens and all that, marten they
live on a wolf kill … bear kill or
something.”58

Freddy Furlong in Inuvik, 2013.
Photo: D. Firth, GRRB.

Berries are also an important food source
for grizzlies, as indicated by many
interviewees. Grizzlies will eat berries in
the mountains while waiting for the caribou

Ground squirrels were mentioned by
numerous interviewees as an important
food source. “Little ground squirrels …lots
of time, if you walk around up in the hills,
you see where [there are] lots of ground
squirrels, you’ll see where [the grizzly
bear] digs all the ground up. He just sticks
his hand inside and he just lift it up until he

49

54

50

55

Aklavik Hunter GTK 2012‐3
Robert Alexie Sr. GTK 2012‐3
51
Eddy McLeod GTK 2012‐3
52
Robert Alexie Sr. GTK 2012‐3
53
Walter Alexie GTK 2012‐3

Ernest Vittrekwa GTK 2012‐3
Ruth Welsh 2002 in Andre 2006.
56
Mary Kendi DSGBW 2006‐11
57
Ryan McLeod DSGBW 2006‐11
58
Walter Alexie GTK 2012‐3
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gets to where those little ground squirrels
and kill them all.”59 Grizzlies can smell the
ground squirrels, which come out of their
burrows in May and so are an important
spring food source for the bears.60 Grizzlies
may also hunt other small mammals –
“…they catch rabbit like nothing.”61
In the late summer and fall time (August
and September), grizzlies will eat whatever
they can to fatten up before they go to
sleep for the winter. “By the time he go in
the hole you see his stomach is just about
touching the ground, so fat. That is for all
winter ah, he lives on his fat.”62 They may
focus more on hunting in the fall for this
reason. “Well, depends if they’re, they
probably eat berries, grass, and vegetation
like that. Probably fall time they move to
fish and meat, caribou … if it’s around I
guess, if they’re fat enough, get fattened
up for their hibernation.”63 They may also
eat a lot of berries – when berries become
available as a food source, bears will focus
their efforts on the berries to the point that
they leave people’s camps alone.64 Grizzlies
will also eat grass and gorge on bear roots
in the fall.65
Grizzlies eat a lot of fish in their habitat
north of the Mackenzie River around the
Kugaluk River.66 They also eat grayling,

59

Aklavik Hunter GTK 2012‐3
Abe Peterson, Woody Elias, Freddy Furlong GTK
2012‐3
61
Walter Alexie GTK 2012‐3
62
William Teya GEKP 1996‐7
63
Eddie Greenland GTK 2012‐3, also mentioned by
Lloyd Nerysoo DSGBW 2006‐11
64
Eddy McLeod, Ernest Vittrekwa GTK 2012‐3
65
Woody Elias GTK 2012‐3
66
John Norbert GTK 2012‐3
60

Dolly Varden char, and other fish in the
Richardson Mountains. They knock the fish
out of the water and then eat the whole
thing.67 Grizzlies can even ‘dive’ for fish.68
They may get nutrients from fish that are
not available in other feed sources.69
Grizzlies sometimes feed on stranded fish in
the fall as creeks dry, “I saw it in the fall
time, where this creek would sort of dry
up, and the fish get caught in there. …
there’s a lot of fish in the creek [that] get
trapped in there, so [the grizzly bear was]
tearing up the ice and taking fish, eating
fish.”70

Woody Elias in his home in Fort McPherson,
2013.
Photo: D. Firth, GRRB.

In the spring, grizzlies emerge from their
dens hungry. “I think then they just look
for anything they could find to eat [for
example,] something left over from a wolf
kill or something. They’re just like
scavengers in the spring time.”71 This is

67

Walter Alexie GTK 2012‐3
Gabe Andre GEKP 1996‐7
69
Woody Elias GTK 2012‐3
70
William Modeste GTK 2012‐3
71
Eddy McLeod GTK 2012‐3
68
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compounded by the lack of fish runs such as
greyling in the mountains.72 Grizzlies may
head to hill sides that are exposed to the
sun and melt earlier than other locations, to
eat exposed vegetation and dig for roots.73
In the spring, grizzlies also eat pussy willows
and seek out cranberries, which are left on
the bushes frozen under the snow.74
Grizzly bears will wait around a muskrat
push‐up and when the rats emerge, quickly
snatch them.75 One Elder felt that grizzlies
prefer to eat muskrats and beavers –
animals that spend time in the water.76
Grizzlies have to compete somewhat with
other predators – especially for Dolly
Varden char. In general they compete with
black bears, wolverines and wolves.77
Although black bears may eat the same
food as grizzly bears, an individual black
bear could be chased away by a grizzly
bear.78
Grizzly bears also scavenge from wolf kills
around caribou herds, and scavenge
animals that died from natural causes such
as drowning or being caught in the ice.79
However, the majority of the meat they eat
is from live kills, rather than scavenging.80
Insects are also a part of their diet. “Where
there is rotten wood, [with] ants …

72

Walter Alexie GTK 2012‐3
Robert Alexie Sr., Freddy Furlong GTK 2012‐3
74
George Niditchie and Noel Andre GTK 2012‐3,
William Modeste GTK 2012‐3
75
Abe Peterson GTK 2012‐3
76
Antoine Andre GEKP 1996‐7
77
Eddie Greenland, Freddy Furlong GTK 2012‐3
78
William Modeste GTK 2012‐3
79
Ernest Vittrekwa GTK 2012‐3
80
Walter Alexie GTK 2012‐3

Sometimes they just smash the rotten
wood, just for ants, or else they find bee‐
hive, they got to find the honey too. They
eat bees. [The bees may] sting them I
guess, but it don’t bother them.”81

Biology and Behaviour
Behaviour
Grizzly hunting behaviour is described more
fully in the interactions section below.
Denning behaviour and timing is included in
the Dens section below.
Grizzly bears are known to cache food by
leaving food on the ground and piling dirt
and moss over it. They will protect the
cache by chasing or attacking, so it is wise
to leave a cache alone. Hunters often see
(and smell) caches in the mountains around
caribou,82 but if caribou are not around, the
caches are not seen.83 They may cache food
in the fall and return to dig it out in the
spring when they are very hungry.84
After a successful hunt, grizzlies may lay
around the carcass.85
Grizzlies are a wise animal – they will stay in
areas where there is a good supply of food
such as ground squirrels, berries, and roots,
or caribou.86 During berry season, they may
shift to areas of good berry production.87
Grizzlies mark their territory by climbing
trees and breaking branches off, and by

73

81

Gabe Andre GEKP 1996‐7
Abe Peterson, Robert Alexie Sr. GTK 2012‐3
83
Abe Peterson GTK 2012‐3
84
Steering Committee meeting March 26, 2014.
85
Abe Peterson GTK 2012‐3
86
Abe Peterson GTK 2012‐3
87
Eddy McLeod GTK 2012‐3
82
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stripping bark from trees as they travel
around.88 They mark their territory on the
trees with their claws.89
If people approach a grizzly bear, the bear
will generally leave the area quickly. They
are usually scared of people and “they
don’t take chances.”90 However, they are
also curious about people – a grizzly bear
stole a package of cigarettes from a jacket
laying on the trail, eating the paper and
everything.91

24

this was two in the afternoon I guess, so
maybe he’s having a nap and enjoying the
warm sun. But it’s hard to say.”97 They
seem to bother camps at night as well.98
They get a lot of the sleep they need over
the winter when they hibernate.99

In the summer and fall, grizzlies need to
build up their fat stores and they eat more,
and are less picky about what they’re eating
– they act ‘hungrier.’92 They need to build
up fat as they do not eat anything over the
winter “that is why they get fat, so they’ll
never eat all winter… that is why they
make themselves really fat, their fat is
thick.”93
Grizzlies are active at night and during the
day, and they may nap during the day –
although they do not sleep for long
stretches.94 They’re often up in the
mornings, and have been seen feeding on
berries on the bluffs around the Peel River,
emerging as night falls.95 They may even be
active ‘24 hours a day’.96 “A few years ago I
was hunting in the Willow River area, and
came across a bear. He was sleeping, and

88

William Teya GEKP 1996‐7
89
Fort McPherson verification session.
90
Charlie Stewart DSGBW 2006‐11
91
Eddie Greenland DSGBW 2006‐11
92
Abe Wilson GTK 2012‐3
93
Elizabeth Greenland GEKP 1996‐7
94
Aklavik Hunter, Eddie Greenland, William Modeste
GTK 2012‐3
95
Robert Alexie Sr. GTK 2012‐3, GEKP 1996‐7
96
George Niditchie GTK 2012‐3

Photo: Brian Wright 2009
Creative Commons license by SA 2.0 Ba.

Summer he is... just like now, early in the
morning we get up and tonight the sun set...
that is the way grizzly is...early in the spring
he get up and he got long day of work to do,
all summer... they been doing this and never
sleep. Sometime he have little rest without
sleeping, [then] he's up.100
Grizzlies sometimes descend mountains by
going backwards.101 Contrary to popular
opinion, grizzlies can move very fast uphill
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Eddie Greenland GTK 2012‐3
Eddy McLeod GTK 2012‐3
99
Aklavik Hunter GTK 2012‐3
100
Antoine Andre GEKP 1996‐7
101
Ernest Vittrekwa GTK 2012‐3
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and downhill.102 They can climb up even
steep slopes as well – “…he can climb trees,
he can climb cliffs, he can run on the side
of cliffs, 40 gallops. Just the same action as
sheep. I seen it running on the side of a
cliff, when he got shot he slide right to the
bottom.”103
There are different sounds made by grizzlies
to communicate. A cub makes a sound to
its mother if it becomes separated from
her, which sounds like a baby saying ‘mama,
mama.’104 Mabel English was warned to ask
her children to call her Mabel instead of
mama in the mountains for this reason.105
The mother may let her cubs know about
danger with a ‘woo woo’ sound – the cubs
know to stay still and quiet when the
mother tells them to.106 Also, adult grizzlies
make a strong or loud blowing noise.107
They’ll growl at a person who has
approached too close.108
Grizzly bears and black bears may have the
ability to make a person or animal sick with
their breath – their breath can be poisonous
due to the rotting meat they eat.109
When travelling up the Peel in the past,
Robert Alexie would generally see grizzlies
in the spring and fall.110 Many other Elders
agreed that grizzlies are most often
encountered during at these times.
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William Modeste GTK 2012‐3
Thomas Mitchell GEKP 1996‐7
104
Catherine Mitchell, Antoine Andre GEKP 1996‐7
105
Mabel English GEKP 1996‐7
106
Gabe Andre, Mabel English GEKP 1996‐7
107
Antoine Andre, Thomas Mitchell GEKP 1996‐7
108
Elizabeth Greenland GEKP 1996‐7
109
Woody Elias GTK 2012‐3
110
Robert Alexie Sr. GTK 2012‐3
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A grizzly bear may push a tree over to get at
a squirrel or other small mammal in the top
branches, and “if the tree is not that big
they’ll grab it and then push the tree
over.”111
…grizzly; we shot one in September. They’re
really big, you know… We were watching it,
from way up, way down the river. But him,
he don’t know we’re there. It’s quite a ways
down and he go in … Bear Creek. He go this
[demonstrates how grizzly bear was moving
around between the bank and the creek],
and he go back and he go down the river.
We was wondering what he’s doing. Then
we finally went down, and every time I hear
that grizzly, I hid. So, anyway we shot it and
cut the stomach open and [it was] full of
roots. So that means the roots is good for
you. You see, his stomach is full of it. What
he was doing, was washing the roots. He go
ashore and he take them out and he go
down and wash it. Then, that way I know
the roots is good for you. Roots, is pretty
big. He must swallow … never chew it, and
his stomach is full of it. You see, he fill his
stomach up before he go in the den.112
Atsanh or ice‐covered bears
Atsanh is a Gwich’in word referring to ice‐
covered bears. In the fall and early winter,
a grizzly bear may get wet and roll in sand
and gravel to make an impenetrable armour
of ice – “…all winter they’re all iced up, you
know they roll in that sand and they roll in
the water and they make their self full of
ice so you can’t kill them.”113 The ice even
111

William Modeste GTK 2012‐3
Woody Elias GTK 2012‐3
113
Abe Peterson GTK 2012‐3, also mentioned by
many others. Steering Committee clarified it was fall
and early winter, March 26, 2014.
112
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makes a noise when the bears move.114
These bears sometimes stay out all winter
long, according to Elders’ stories.115 “I
hear old time people say, [that a grizzly
can] pull out another bear, they find a den
and black bear, they just pull it out and kill
it. That’s what they eat, most of the
time.”116

may be seen multiple times over the years
in one location.121 The mountains have a lot
of berries and ground squirrels, important
for grizzly survival.122 Also, the snow melts
quickly in the mountains in the spring,
having been blown off some faces by the
wind.123 The early thaw provides food for
the grizzlies in the form of bear roots.124

Generally grizzly bears hibernate in the
winters, so a grizzly seen out of their den in
the winter may be dangerous – they may
still be hungry, perhaps old and unable to
hunt. They’re difficult to hunt when they
have this armor on as the only place to
shoot them is in under their arms (where
there is less ice), in the eye, or where their
neck creases.117 The bears may also use the
ice covering as protection from the cold, to
allow themselves to stay out longer.118

Ground squirrels need soft gravel to dig
into, and aren’t found in muskeg. This
brings grizzlies to the slopes of the
mountains where ground squirrels can
thrive.125 There are also ground squirrels
present in the Kugaluk River area and near
the Arctic coast, which is part of the reason
why it is good grizzly territory there as
well.126
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A bear that is disturbed from sleeping in the
winter may come out of its den and become
iced up as well.119
Habitat use and requirements
Interviewees noted that good habitat for
grizzlies is in the mountains – for example,
around Black Mountain near Aklavik in the
Richardson Mountains, around Summit
Lake, and south to the Dempster Highway
at the NWT‐Yukon border and James
Creek.120 The mountains are considered to
be the bear’s country, and the same bear

Robert Alexie Sr. in the band office in Fort McPherson,
2012.
Photo: J. Edwards, GRRB.
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Areas with wooded hills and creeks often
have grizzlies.127 Grizzlies may run to a
wooded area if they are startled or
scared.128 Fish holes in the mountains may
also be good for grizzly bears, such as the
spawning area for Rat River Dolly Varden
char on Fish Creek.129

George Niditchie in Noel Andre’s home in
Tsiigehtchic, 2012.
Photo: J. Edwards, GRRB.

Although there are a lot of bears around
Point Separation in the Mackenzie Delta, it
is not considered to be as good of habitat as
other areas such as the mountains. The
Delta has a lot of willows and in general is
considered to be poorer habitat than the
mountains.130 Brushy areas are not good
for grizzlies, although black bears may use
them – grizzlies prefer territory where there
are open areas, such as the mountains and
the coast.131 There is less food for grizzlies
in brushy areas – although they do eat
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Eddy McLeod GTK 2012‐3
Eddy McLeod GTK 2012‐3
129
Eddie Greenland GTK 2012‐3
130
Eddy McLeod GTK 2012‐3, Freddie Greenland
DSGBW 2006‐11
131
George Niditchie GTK 2012‐3
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willows.132 One interviewee suggested that
grizzlies with cubs may move to the Delta
more often, to avoid males – “…you see lots
of females with cubs in the Delta. Maybe
the males bother them too much and they
kept them out in the Delta. I’ve never seen
a big male bear in the Delta. I always see
females with cubs.”133 Males more than
females will also venture in open areas –
there is increased danger for the cubs
without stands of trees nearby.134
Interviewees did not generally feel that
there were any special areas or places that
needed protection to ensure the future
survival of grizzly bears, except large zones
such as the mountains, or areas where they
can find enough to eat. The bears are
widely dispersed across the Gwich’in
Settlement Region and individual bears
travel widely.135
Lakes and rivers are particularly important
in areas where grizzly bears rely more
heavily on fish.136
Black bears, and possibly grizzly bears, can
use the snow condition to predict the
weather, “Another thing [that] I learned
from black bear anyway, he come out of
den in May, and this guy told me, I told
him I seen a bear dancing. … a black bear,
a grizzly bear too I guess, he touch snow
like this. You’ll see his paw on there. So
what he’s doing? He’s checking weather,
see? That’s quite a thing… He touch the
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Woody Elias, John Norbert GTK 2012‐3, Peter
James Kay DSGBW 2006‐11
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snow like this, …he just put his paw print
like this and, in the snow. He knows the
weather like that. It’s quite a thing.”137
Dens
Grizzlies make their dens in hills,
mountains, and in the Mackenzie Delta.
Dens are often on the south slope of a
mountain, which catches the sun in the
springtime.138 They are also likely to be
near creeks.139 Grizzlies may excavate dens
from the area where they have dug roots to
eat.140 They find hills if they can, in
particular near a gravel beach of a lake.141
I’ll give you an idea of what I’m talking
about: it’s just a small little hill, you’ll find
they’ll have their den on that, or else
sometimes right on a lake just where the
bank goes up. If there’s no hills, or anything
like that, they’ll have it right in on the side
of a lake or side of a creek, but they [choose
slightly] steep banks. You could tell they got
a den there because there’s a big mountain
in front of the hole, and the ground that
they take out of hole to make the den,
they’ll just scoop it out in front of the [door],
until you see a … mound there.142
The dens can be identified by the backdirt
from the digging the bear must do to create
the den, “he really works on the outside of
it.”143 Sometimes, a den can be identified
by sign around it – there may be hair, and in

some areas the bear will break willows
around the opening, mark trees, or remove
lichen (caribou moss).144 Some of the signs
are ‘a show’, possibly to let others know a
den is there.145 Other times, the den is kept
well hidden with no sign, with the mud or
dirt pile flattened out.146 Before they head
into their dens, the grizzlies may shake off
the snow to hide their tracks – “…when
they don't want nobody to see their tracks,
when they're going to go in the den, they
shake in the snow. That's what it does.”147
A den may also be excavated in the snow
and lined with grass – Elder Woody Elias has
seen a den like this. It may be a temporary
warm spring sleeping location.148
Grizzlies may cover up the entrance to their
dens from the inside, often using branches
broken from surrounding trees.149 You may
not be able to see the entrance during the
winter. They may also bring branches
inside for bedding material, because you
can see branches stuck to the hair on their
backs as they emerge in the spring.150 In
the “you could tell a bear den because,
before they go in, they usually break
willows and grass and they plug … the
doorway of their hole… [There will be]
broken willows and that, on top of it, from
[the bear] plugging the doorway when
they’re going in.”151 After they emerge you
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can see the entrance/exit.152 As the tops of
bear dens may be thin and not able to hold
your weight, a person should never go on
top of a grizzly den.153
“Some of them are not very deep, you
know, just enough to cover themself up
and that’s where they sleep. Some of
them are deep, maybe three feet. I know
we run into one den, it was not very deep,
maybe two feet I guess. I guess the snow
done the rest, covered him up and went to
bed.”154 The dens may be large enough for
the grizzly to move around a bit, enough
room to turn over once in the winter if
needed – “older people said [that] if it gets
warm in winter, he’ll get up and turn over.
So just turn over once.”155 This is in
January.156
A den built on a flatter area may resemble a
hill. If the grizzly in it leaves or is removed,
it can collapse and disappear.157 However,
a grizzly den in a flat area may also be
excavated deep into the earth.158 There are
stories of grizzlies using a cave to stay in as
well.159
Grizzlies hibernate in the dens and have
their young ones there.160 They may start
building their dens in July when the ground
is warm enough to dig easily. They dig as
much as possible and leave for several
weeks, allowing the surface to thaw. They’ll

then return and continue digging.161 Many
interviewees agreed that dens may be used
for multiple years. However, if the den is
not good, the grizzly may move on to a
better location next year.162 A grizzly may
even switch dens in the early winter if it is
not suitable.
Sometimes their dens are not comfortable,
so they want to move to another den. That’s
why sometimes, I heard in Aklavik there’s
some bears around in November, end of
November. Down the West Channel. So
maybe he came out because he’s not
comfortable where he was. So he move
some other place. That’s how some people
see the tracks of it. It happens a lot of times
I know that, I heard about it.163
Females with cubs may also have more than
one den that they use in sequence.
My grandmother say they have about two‐
three dens, the ones that are having cubs.
Because they come out and then, you know,
like it’s winter one, [so it becomes] frosted.
So it will go to another den that is clean....
Then the last one will be the summer one. It
has three dens and my grandmother said
it.164
When the weather gets cold, the grizzlies
get sleepy and head to their dens.165 “If the
weather gets cold quick, they go in
quick.”166 They’re usually in their dens
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when the temperatures are around ‐26 to
‐28 Celsius/‐15 to ‐20 Fahrenheit.167
Grizzlies go into their dens in September,
October, and November. “When the first
snow come down… you don’t see their
tracks, you don’t see them too much after
October. So they start going in.”168 Robert
Alexie Sr. does see their tracks in the early
fall snow in October when he’s trapping.169
Grizzlies may stay out several weeks later if
the weather is warmer than usual.170 When
they first go into their dens, they may spend
some time with their heads out, watching,
before they head inside for the winter.171
One Aklavik hunter has seen a silvertip
grizzly out on November 10th at an open
creek where there were “lots of minnows,
and that’s what he was after”172 The bear
stayed out for the easily accessible food –
once the food was gone, it would likely go
to the den (see above section on ice‐
covered bears as well). Another Aklavik
hunter has seen a grizzly on November 15th,
but never any later. One grizzly bear in
poor shape was reported stealing trap bait
on December 14, 1989, and was seen again
in February when it tried to raid a camp.173
It appears that male grizzlies are more often
out late. Females are known to leave the
garbage dump earlier than males, and bears
seen out late in the year are often males.174
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Grizzlies head in their dens after black
bears.175
Bears that stay out late may be in good
shape, or may be in poor shape. “It was
really good, fat, the ones that I seen.
Maybe that’s why they’re out too. They’re
so fat, the cold doesn’t bother them.”176

Eddy McLeod in Aklavik, 2004.
Photo: K. Benson, GSCI.

Another reason for grizzlies staying out late
is that they’re in too poor shape to last the
winter, so they are trying to fatten up, “I
think that a couple of times I saw bears out
late, and they think the reason why they
were out late is because they weren’t fat
enough to go in the den. They were trying
to get more [food]. Like this one I was
telling you about on November 7th on the
Wolverine River …he was pretty thin … he
wasn’t fat bear.”177
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Grizzly bears will come out of their dens as
early as March, if the weather warms up.178
A Chinook may encourage them to come
out.179 One hunter has even seen one in
March.180 They’re common to see by
May.181
Grizzlies may come out of their dens when
they first hear a shot from a spring‐time
hunting trip.182 “Well, if you hear some
stories from the Elders, the ground
squirrels wake them up. Well, they’re
noisy, and [when] it’s warm, [they] make a
lot of noise and that’s when the grizzly
bears wake up they say. Listening to
Elders anyway.”183 Elders also say that they
come out when the snow and ice starts
melting and dripping – they can hear the
dripping around the door of their dens.184
When they first come out, a grizzly may
purge by eating a lot of snow, to ‘take the
fat off’.185 They may also stay around the
den for a short time before leaving for the
season – “…like when it gets pretty warm
they come out of the hole, and they start
looking around… a little bit, first they hang
around the … den then after that they go a
little further. Towards the end, if it gets
really warm … they’re out for spring.”186 A
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female may have a trail set around her den
to show the young cubs where to go.187
Grizzlies can also come out of their dens
mid‐winter, if the weather warms
dramatically:
During the winter, if it gets warm, they
come out and go right back in. Because I
have seen tracks when it’s warm. I went out
to my cabin one time in February. There was
one week of Chinook … There were some
caribou bones there. They were on [the
bones], chewing.188
However, grizzly bears sleep very soundly in
their dens.
One time I remember me and David
[Charlie] we trap up the Road River, there is
one bear hole right beside our trail; all the
time we pass it. See steam coming out,
cold, when he breathe. So finally he went
over and opened the door, grass he got ah.
He put his hand... “Holy smoke! It’s hot in
here,” he said. He put his hand in there, he
is not scared to. And he could just hear him
snoring. Well, he is sleeping so finally he
put his hand [in and], pull [the grizzly bear’s]
hand...he never even wake up, never even
wake up. Then he closed it back, so he just
really sleep, boy.189
Males and females may prepare their dens
differently. Males may leave the
preparation later than pregnant females or
mothers with cubs, who start preparing
earlier.190 Young bears may also go in
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earlier – “they go in their dens [at]
different times, young ones I guess they go
in quick, Elders I guess they’re tough and
they stay out.”191
It is possible that two adult grizzlies will
share a den – two large grizzlies were shot
out of a bear den once. It was not clear if
they were males or females – but it may
have been a female with a large, older cub.
Other stories have been told about up to
four large bears sharing a den.192
Occupied grizzly dens can be identified by
the lack of small animal tracks in the
immediate vicinity – the small animals know
to stay away. If there are small animal
tracks, the den is likely unoccupied.193
Movement
Many interviewees described how grizzly
bears moved around their habitat for
different sources of food, or to return to
good denning territory.
Grizzlies move between the Mackenzie
Delta and the mountains, especially during
high water.194 They also move north in the
spring and summer, towards the ocean – “I
kind of think that the grizzly bears go north
in the spring time, summer time, towards
the ocean.”195 They move north for the
cooler temperatures and fewer
mosquitoes.196 There also might be more

abundant food along the coast, such as
dead seals along the shore.197
From the Black Mountain area, they also go
southwest towards the Rat River
watershed, in particular when the Rat River
Dolly Varden char run arrives.198 The bears
pass spring and fall in the Black Mountain
area due to food availability – including
vegetation and ground squirrels in the
spring.199 The bears return in the fall to
denning sites in the mountains around
Black Mountain where there are many
sheep.200
Many interviewees indicated that grizzly
bears are known to follow the Porcupine
Caribou Herd, or at least congregate around
the herd as they migrate. It seems likely
that at least some of the bears follow the
herd full‐time.201 Interviewees did not
consider this to be the same as a migration,
and grizzlies were not said to have a
migration similar to a caribou herd.
Although some grizzlies follow the caribou
herds, some do not and stay in their own
area.202
Grizzly bears do not seem to have trails in
the mountains which are used over and
over, they travel all over the place.203 They
do have passage areas or routes though,
leading between areas of abundance for
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different food resources.204 They will travel
across open areas but do not stay out in the
open, they seem to prefer the protection of
an area with wooded patches and creeks.205

times they are moving around and not
seen.210
Most interviewees indicated that grizzlies
can move great distances “they travel,
they’re moving, they’ll just keep on going
…they don’t stop.”211 The bears will stay at
a good food resource for a time though,
“grizzly bears are hanging out where there
is good food”212 like the caribou herd.213
Life cycle and reproduction
Grizzlies are generally seen alone, or a
female may be seen with her cubs.214
Sometimes when hunting, they are seen
together, as described in the interactions
section below.

Photo: Frank Kovalchek 2008 CC BY 2.0

In the Delta, “you see them along the river
banks and along creeks, you could see
where they’ve walked quite a bit over the
same trail sometime. Along the creeks and
lakes, edges of the lakes, they have
trail.”206 Bears also make trails around lake
shores in the Gwichya Gwich’in areas to the
east of the Mackenzie Delta and up the
Arctic Red River.207 Grizzly tracks are often
seen along the shores of large rivers like the
Kugaluk River208 and Peel River.209
In the Kugaluk area, grizzly bears are often
seen at camps in the spring when they first
come out of their dens and are looking for
food, and in the fall when they are possibly
looking for a den, but during the summer

A mother grizzly trains her young ones how
to hunt and gather the food they need.215
In the spring, there are berries left over
from the summer before, and they are the
first food that a grizzly bear will have her
cubs eat.216 Fish is also fed to the cubs early
on, as it is easier to eat than meat, which is
tougher.217 The mother will teach young
ones how to hunt ground squirrels by sitting
nearby and showing them how to catch the
squirrel when it comes out.218 Interviewees
generally agreed that cubs are with their
mothers for two or three years.219 Cubs are
born in dens, “they always run out with
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their mother when [she] comes out.”220
They are known to play with each other.221
Cubs are known to wander away from their
mothers, and are curious – which can make
them approach an empty camp.222 One
Aklavik hunter startled a mother with two
yearling cubs – the mother ran off in one
direction and the cubs in another, for quite
a long distance.223 The mother bear will
also leave her cubs to assess if a situation is
dangerous. A Fort McPherson hunter saw a
mother hide her cubs before coming out
and taking a recently killed caribou.224
Another strategy the mother will use is to
send the cubs up a tree and stay at the
bottom, if danger threatens.225 They won’t
come down until she makes a special sound
to tell them it’s safe.226
Grizzlies are known to have two cubs,
sometimes only one, and rarely three.227
When three cubs are seen, they are not
small or otherwise impacted from coming
from a large family.228 According to Elders,
the cubs are born in January or February in
the den.229
Grizzlies can live for a long time in the wild.
As they age, they get larger and their tracks
are larger.230 They also wear down their
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teeth – checking the teeth of a dead bear is
the only way to tell their age.231 When a
grizzly bear is old and has bad teeth or few
teeth, it can wander around constantly just
looking for food:
I remember in early fifties, my uncle Peter
Alexie stay at … Caribou Creek, he got a
camp there, trapping area. He had [a] four
pole stage. A grizzly went and threw the
one end up, and knocked that stage down…
my uncle had lots of stuff, there was grocery
[supplies] like lard, …things like that. [The
grizzly] just chewed all the cans, whatever’s
there, like jam or whatever he’s got there.
After that, we got it, we got that grizzly …
cut it up, [the bear] had hardly any teeth [it
was] so old. But [in] them days, there’s no
meat in the store or no canned meat, we
can’t afford canned meat anyway, and we
cut it up and pack it down to the, back to
the boat and we cook some. It didn’t taste
too good. He was so old… no taste to it”232
An old toothless grizzly was spotted in the
Delta once, stuck in a fish net.233 Old
grizzlies may be slower than younger bears,
but they still move very fast. They’re also
known to be dangerous, as when “they’re
poor, they can’t hunt, that’s why they get
pretty wicked.”234 Younger grizzlies may
attack and kill an old bear.235
A grizzly may go into a den or hole to die,
and even be buried by another grizzly.
“Well, after they die, they die in the hole.
They put themself away, where nobody
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can get a hold of them, not even flies.
Some other grizzly come around and just
bury them … Just like human beings they
bury them, just the same thing.”236
Physiology and adaptability
Grizzly bears are not scared of much, but
they can be frightened by people and
consequently they may attack.237 Robert
Alexie Sr. frightened a grizzly eating from a
drowned moose carcass in the Peel River,
and the bear ran away when it heard the
motor on their canoe. The next day they
floated by again, and again the bear ran – it
was likely that the frightened grizzly had
never seen a person before, unlike the
habituated bears closer to the highway.238
Bears were more likely to be scared of
people and motor sounds in the past but
have become ‘less wild’ during more recent
years. “They’re not wild like they used to
be.. too much people now, helicopter,
plane, trucks, skidoos, four wheelers,
anything.”239

seek windswept open areas in the
mountains to avoid insects.242
Interactions
According to many interviewees, most or all
animals are frightened of grizzly bears,
“pretty sure they’re all scared of him.”243

Noel Andre in Alestine Andre’s home in Tsiigehtchic,
2004.
Photo: K. Benson, GSCI.

As noted in the Movement section above,
grizzlies are skilled at moving across their
territory. They will follow trails and seismic
lines, and are excellent swimmers.240

Grizzly bear co‐operation
Two or three adult grizzlies may collaborate
and hunt together. This behaviour is seen
around the NWT‐Yukon border on the
Dempster Highway.244

Grizzly bears do not seem particularly
pestered by insects, although they prefer
the mountains where the cool temperature
keep the mosquitos down.241 They will also

Once after a successful hunt, two grizzly
bears were observed sharing a bull
caribou.245
As noted above in the Life cycle and
reproduction section, mothers are very
commonly seen with their cubs as well.
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Grizzly bears can exist peaceably around
other grizzlies. At one point, an Aklavik
hunter was watching six bears eating
berries around Black Mountain.246 “I don’t
think they mind being around others
bears, because you see them when they
fish and … they just kind of ignore each
other. But the big ones usually chase the
smaller ones away.”247
Hunting caribou, sheep, and moose
Grizzly bears hunt caribou, sheep, and
moose. Many interviewees indicated that
grizzlies will ambush their prey at water
crossings while hiding in the willows. For
example, when hunting sheep in the
mountains, a grizzly may find an area where
the sheep will cross a creek, an area where
there is good cover such as shrubs or trees
to hide in. A bear may wait for a herd of
animals to cross and use a sneak attack –
(although the rate of success might not be
very high.)248 Grizzlies are smart – they are
always watching crossings for possible
opportunities.249 Grizzlies also hide in
willows and wait for caribou to come
close.250
Sheep have to come down from high cliffs
for water, which they’ll do at first light in
the morning. Sheep use established trails,
which allow grizzlies to wait for them in
hiding.251 They may hunt caribou this way,
too – “they’ll wait for them, certain place
they cross, and they’ll grab them” as
caribou can generally run faster than grizzly

bears.252 A grizzly bear was observed hiding
and watching a caribou as it entered a
creek, and then approaching and catching
the caribou from upstream.253 The bears
may focus their efforts on lambs, calves,
and sick animals.254 During a survey of the
Dempster Highway, a grizzly bear was
observed lying down and stalking three
caribou. The bear was barely visible, it was
crouching so low. The three caribou were
wounded and healing, which is why they
stayed back from the rest of the herd. The
caribou spotted the bear and quickly ran
away.255
In some areas in the Richardson Mountains,
the creek valleys are too steep for the
grizzlies to move through them easily, and
often boulders are present.256
Grizzlies can sneak up on an animal such as
a sheep, or corner them.257 Sheep may flee
to high cliffs to protect themselves from
grizzly predation.258 They also carefully
watch grizzlies from the safety of the high
cliffs. “I have seen the sheep up … part way
[and the grizzly bears were] kind of
sneaking around and going around. The
sheep would be watching them.”259
A mother bear can use her cubs to help her
hunt sheep:
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And I did see a bear actually hunting sheep,
using their cubs... She had two cubs. And
she used them for crawling up the hill there,
and once [the cubs] scared the sheep, she
went around this mountain and she killed
one over there… She used her young ones to
distract them.260
Porcupine Caribou near Fort McPherson are
becoming ‘wilder’ or more likely to flee, and
therefore harder to hunt, due to pressure
from wolves and grizzlies. “[Grizzly] bears
they’re chasing [the caribou], they could
[get] close, but that caribou knows about
bears, he know they’re going to chase him,
so they’re wild. As soon as they see bear
they just take off.”261 Grizzlies have been
reported to kill young caribou and leave the
carcass.262 They leave it until they are in
need of food, and then return.263 Increased
grizzly bear presence around the border
may be keeping the Porcupine Caribou Herd
away from the area.264
Around the NWT‐Yukon border on the
Dempster Highway, Gwich’in hunters have
seen grizzly bears kill adult caribou. “[The
bear] sort of grab him around the neck like
and just hung right on… big bull too…
Didn’t take him very long knock him down
and it’s dead.” The caribou had been
cornered by two bears, and one chewed the
muscles in the caribou’s neck area and
paralyzed it.265 Grizzlies also sneak up on
moose or caribou – one Fort McPherson

hunter has seen a grizzly sneak up close to a
caribou using a creek valley.266
Like human hunters, a grizzly can select and
kill caribou that are ‘fat’ or in good shape.267
Alternatively, grizzlies will finish off a
caribou that was wounded by a hunter.268
In fact, human hunting of caribou may be
an important vector for grizzly bears to feed
on them – “usually, if there are lots of
caribou in the winter and there are lots of
guts around, there’re lots of bears
around.”269
Grizzlies can wrestle and kill even a large
bull moose. One Fort McPherson hunter has
seen a grizzly bear chase a moose into a
river to try and kill it.270 If a grizzly comes
across an animal in the water, it is easier for
the bear to kill its prey.271
Grizzlies should not be chased on skidoo
due to their ability to turn very quickly and
attack. It is extremely dangerous to do
so.272
Dogs
Grizzlies may kill dogs by ‘whacking’ them –
indeed, a grizzly killed three dogs at a camp
recently.273 Usually, though, the bears
avoid dogs when they can.274 Leaving dogs
loose at a camp may keep grizzly bears
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away as they will chase them.275 John
Norbert remembers a story of Joe Natsie
regretting turning his hunting dogs on to a
grizzly,
So this old man, old Joe Natsie, he told me a
story about that. … I don’t know … what he
was doing, he was paddling to his camp or
something like that, and he run into grizzly
bear and he said he turned his dogs loose.
And he said he made a mistake… they made
that grizzly bear mad and he said he had
one heck of a time to kill it. So, that’s why
the elders always say, leave it alone. Don’t
… bother it if it’s not bothering you.
Human‐Grizzly interactions
Generally, Gwich’in are told to leave
grizzlies alone. Long ago, people had very
detailed knowledge of how to avoid grizzlies
due to their time spent on the land.276 “He
don’t bother you, just don’t bother him.”277
If they are left alone, they will generally
leave you alone. When berry‐picking, it is a
good idea to take care to watch for grizzly
bears and leave if required.278
If a grizzly is going to be shot, great care
must be taken that the shot is a good one,
as a wounded grizzly is a dangerous and fast
animal.279 If they attack a person, they
swing and hit with their large claws, and
then bite.280
Mother bears with cubs are known to be
dangerous and should be avoided,

according to all interviewees. Grizzlies in
their dens are also dangerous, as are
startled bears.281 If a grizzly is seen, for
example eating berries, it may be a female
with cubs hidden out of view – so even if
there are no cubs seen, it is best to avoid
grizzly bears.282 However, female grizzlies
are more adept at hiding themselves, and
the majority of grizzly sightings are male
bears.283
Grizzlies that are protecting a carcass or
cache are also considered very dangerous
and wild,284 as are hungry bears when there
are no caribou, berries, or other good food
sources available.285
Grizzlies will even jump into trucks if there
is a caribou carcass in the box.286 A grizzly
jumped into the empty box of a truck after
it was carrying fish.287
Robert Alexie of Fort McPherson recalls
rarely seeing grizzlies in the days before the
Dempster Highway, when they travelled
mainly by the Peel River to their camp.
Since the highway was built, more grizzlies
are seen as people are more often going
into grizzly country in the mountains.288
Old timers say that grizzlies do not
approach or attack women.289 “For a
woman they say if you see a grizzly bear
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coming, you just say, ‘Brother‐in‐law it’s
your sister here,’... Mom said it usually just
stop and stand up and look at you, and
then you turn the other way.”290 This is
based on legendary times when people and
animals were equal, and a bear was married
to a person.291
Grizzlies may be less likely to charge or
attack people now than in the past.292 A
grizzly bear was once startled by a Gwich’in
hunter, and charged. The hunter grabbed
his rifle and was forced to jumper over top
of the bear. As the bear ran, the hunter
was able to shoot him in the neck.293
Grizzlies approaching hunters
After a successful caribou hunt, Gwich’in
know to be wary, work quickly, and watch
for approaching grizzlies, especially in the
spring when the grizzlies are first coming
out of their dens, and in the fall when
they’re storing fat. They smell the blood or
hear the shot and may try to chase a hunter
off. If a hunter is not careful, a grizzly bear
could ‘sneak right up’.294 Grizzlies may have
learned that people generally will not shoot
them when they approach hunters after a
successful hunt.295 When a grizzly
approaches a hunter, sometimes it can be
scared off by shooting and waving,
sometimes it’s best for the hunter to walk
away, and sometimes the grizzly must be

shot.296 Grizzlies may stalk and chase people
who are hunting, and in these cases, the
bears must be shot.297 Elders used to say
that a grizzly could hear a shot from 20
miles away.298 Multiple bears may
approach if they hear gunshots.299 Ernest
Vittrekwa shot two bulls near the Dempster
Highway one year, went to get his skidoo,
and upon his return, two grizzlies were
walking away with his caribou, each bear
carrying one caribou under an arm.300 Older
bears are the most likely to approach
hunters, according to Elders.301
When travelling in grizzly country, it is
important to have a gun and to make sure
that you do not startle a grizzly bear. If you
see one, let them know where you are.302
Having a fire in your camp will also keep
grizzly bears away.303
Elders have indicated that grizzlies will not
approach if they think you are taller than
they are. “[Elders] say when you go way
[out] on the flats, you carry a long stick
with you, a dry stick. When you’re going
to skin, you stick it in the ground …[with a]
plastic bag or something sitting on top …
and any visitors wouldn’t come. They see
something higher than it, they won’t come
to you. This happened to couple of boys,
they tried it out, it works. These are from
traditional [practises] … from Elders.”304
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This knowledge saved Ernest Vittrewa’s life
when a grizzly charged him.

up the driftwood]. Put it right up, and he
just looked up at me and made a big grunt.
He turned around and walked away.305
Grizzlies do not seem to approach hunters
as much around Aklavik, perhaps because
they use skidoos to hunt grizzlies. The noise
from the skidoos may scare the bears away,
and with the skidoos, the hunters can go up
quickly to the caribou for skinning and
butchering them. In the past when hunters
camped out and used dogs, grizzlies were
more likely to approach a camp, and
scavenge guts or try to steal meat.306

Ernest Vittrekwa demonstrates holding a piece of
driftwood up, in Band Office in Fort McPherson, 2012.
Photo: J. Edwards, GRRB

A grizzly bear charged me one time, Rock
River. Right here, right in front of me. And I
had a .30‐30 on me. [The grizzly] stopped,
and I was so close to it. …it stop right there
and it was staring at me. I stare at him too.
And if I took my gun out, he’s going to
attack me, I know it. So I stared at him too.
Never took my eye off him. There was four
guys behind me too, and I heard them
putting shell in the gun. I told them, “don’t
put shell in your gun you guys. Don’t move.
Don’t even move,” I told them. And there
was a drift wood laying on the ground in a
little creek. I made it, that’s only chance I
got too. I didn’t want to take my gun off. I
know he’s going to grab me. I made it down
to that drift wood, got hold of it. All that
time I’m looking at him too. And then I
went like this [stands showing how he held

The problem of grizzlies approaching
hunters may be a more recent phenomena.
There are more bears, and they are less
afraid of people. It is difficult and
dangerous to hunt caribou in the mountains
by the highway now.307 Once a grizzly bear
approaches the carcass, it will always come
back for it.308
Other animals, such as wolverines and
wolves, may also know to approach an area
when they hear gunshots.309
Problem bears at camps
Problem bears at camps in the Delta were
often mentioned by interviewees. “Long
ago, when I was growing up, … nobody had
a problem with bears. You know, people
leaving everything in their camp, cabins,
and you go back there in couple months’
time, it’s still the same.”310 Things started
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changing about 15‐20 years ago, when any
amount of food left in a camp, or even a
truck, may cause a grizzly to damage
property to get at the food. Black bears are
more of problem in the Delta, and grizzly
bears are a problem in the mountains.311
Bears will even break into empty camps,
just to check. There seems to be several
reasons for the change. In the past,
problem bears were more likely to be
controlled as people would be at camps if
they approached and would kill them to
protect the camp, and take the skin.312
People were active about dealing with
problem grizzly bears to protect camps, and
to protect the family members who might
be left behind at camps during hunting
trips.313 People also stayed at camps much
more often.
…[we have to] keep [camps] cleaner, and
you got to bring everything into town now.
You can’t leave anything in your camps
anymore … we used to leave everything at
our camp just about, and bears never used
to bother [it]. But now maybe there’s
getting more bears, or I don’t know how
come … maybe they’re getting used to
breaking into camps because nobody is out
anymore? So every time they come across a
camp they seem to want to break in.314

…again that depends on how you take care
of your garbage and everything is burnt.
The cans and jars that don’t burn are taken
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to Fort McPherson with the dump. And
prior to that being there the, you know, the
public dump. Ah, they were buried. They
were crushed or broken and buried. We
saved every jar that we knew we could use
again. But everything else was always
buried. During fish drying season you might
find one or two bears come in over the
summer. But then again your fish houses
have all the smoke and everything’s kept
clean again.315
Having food left at some camps has taught
grizzlies that they can get their meals from
people more easily than getting it by
hunting, berry‐picking, or digging for
roots.316 This may have caused bears to
learn to break into camps just to check,
even if the camp is very clean.317
The bears can be very destructive and are
known to smash through doors and
windows.318 Grizzlies are known to have an
excellent sense of smell, which leads them
to food in the cabins – especially food like
muskrat or beaver meat.319 A problem bear
will return to the same camp over and over.
They ‘make rounds’ or go ‘from house to
house’ and visit the same camps, often
coming at night.320
Grizzlies can access food (or even inedible
items like gas jerry cans) and chew them up
from a stage.321 “I know back in the fifties
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there, my father he made stage like that…
pretty high, and put maybe one moose on
top there. They got back there a week
later, [and a] grizzly bear took it down, just
knocked it down. [The] stage it fell down,
make a big mess [that was the] only time I
seen grizzly bear do that.”322 More than 40
years ago, George Niditchie’s father killed
seven grizzlies who had taken meat from a
dryfish cache at his camp in the Kugaluk
River area. The meat from the grizzlies was
used to replace the dryfish as dog food.323
Problem bears at camps will even smash
plywood‐covered windows, and Plexiglas
windows, to enter a cabin.324
Grizzlies are not often actually spotted in
the Delta and around camps. They may
sense when people are approaching or
nearby and leave an area.325 Grizzlies will
usually not approach inhabited camps,
“well, if you’re there, he don’t bother
it.”326 However, they may come right up to
occupied camp buildings.327 The bears may
sit just out of sight from a camp and watch
it, waiting for the inhabitants to leave.328
Orphaned cubs may also come into
camps.329
Grizzly bears have even come into town on
occasion.330 Most bear encounters are at

camps, though, with a small number of
encounters happening while out hunting. If
bears approach a camp when it is inhabited,
even having dogs will not deter the bear. 331
In the past, nuisance bears were
occasionally tracked to their dens and
killed, to protect life and property.332
Camps must be kept very clean, including
burning waste. Food at temporary camps
should be stored far up off the ground.333
Sometimes keeping a very clean camp will
keep bears away, but in some cases it
seems that habituated bears will break into
camps left with no food at all. Electric
fences will successfully keep black bears
and grizzlies out of camps.334 One Fort
McPherson hunter leaves his cabin empty
with the door open, to prevent curious
bears from destroying doors and windows
to get in and check.335 Other advice includes
to bury or burn garbage and waste.336
Noise‐makers such as empty pop cans tied
in the trees around the camp may also help
keep the bears away.337 Plywood with nails
driven through and sticking up
(‘nailboards’), or fishing nets strategically
placed in front of windows and doors, may
be a barrier to grizzly bears.338
Bears will generally leave camps alone
when berries become available after the
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end of July.339 They are the biggest problem
when they first come out of hibernation in
the spring.340 In the Kugaluk area, they are
most often seen in the spring and fall, and
during the summer times, “they’re all over
the country.”341
As the number of problem grizzly bears
increase, there is a corresponding decrease
in problem black bears.342
Long ago, in the mountains, people would
make extensive caches in the ground
covered by rocks and logs tied together
with babiche. “Make a hole in the ground.
They call it ice holes. Deep holes… it stays
frozen down below. [We would] put a log,
this way and that way. And they can’t get
under the big log too. Grizzly bear try to
chew it, but it’s too big for them to chew it
so they really just leave it alone.”343
Robert Alexie Sr. has seen this type of cache
being excavated in an archaeological site.
The grizzly bears would not be able to get
into these caches.344
Dumps
Grizzly bears are seen at the Aklavik dump.
It is considered a ‘new thing.’345 People
even sit in their cars with the engines
running and watch the bears.346 There are
three bears that are regulars at the Aklavik
dump, according to one Aklavik hunter. The
same three – a mother and two cubs –

come back and eat at the dump. This has
been happening for a number of years.
There used to be black bears at the dump as
well.347 The bears may be attracted to the
garbage for several reasons: people might
be throwing away more food in their
garbage, and the dump does not burn as
much garbage as it used to.348
Grizzlies have also been seen at the Inuvik
dump, and have wandered into town
nearby on the pedestrian trails between the
dump and the town.349
Hunting grizzly bears
Grizzlies were not often hunted in the past.
People started to hunt them more recently
when the value of the fur made it
worthwhile, although many hunters today
still keep the furs for themselves as rugs as
well.350 Hunters look for either silver‐tip or
gold‐tip fur when they are hunting for the
skins.351 If anyone kills a bear, they should
take and use all the meat.352 This is how
bears were traditionally hunted – “you just
can’t shoot a bear and leave it. You just
can’t shoot a bear and just take the skin
and leave the meat. You got to take
everything, [that’s] what people did in the
past, if they wanted a bear they get it, and
they use it, use it up the whole thing.”353
In the days before guns, black bears were
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sometimes caught using snares.354 In
recent times, when grizzlies are hunted to
keep or sell their skins, the carcass is
sometimes left out on the land.355 There
may also be a market for certain parts such
as the gall bladder.356
Grizzly coats are usually nice and clean
when they emerge from their dens in April
or May, and the lack of fat makes skinning
them easier.357 However, a grizzly may also
emerge from its den looking very poor.358 It
is easier to hunt the bears in the spring due
to warmer conditions, better travelling
conditions, and the ability to track them as
they come out of their dens.359 Smaller
grizzlies are not worth hunting. They are
generally left alone, or should be – this is
why it’s important to stop and assess the
size before taking a shot.360 Hunters focus
on larger bears without cubs, which are
generally males.361
During times of scarcity in the past, people
would hunt grizzlies for meat. “Because it’s
hard to get caribou sometimes, and [so]
they kill a nice fat grizzly bear, big grizzly
bear, it’s good meat [when you] smoke it…
clean, you know [it’s a] clean animal, just
kill a ground squirrel and eat roots and
caribou meat, fish.”362 Black bear meat,
when smoked, can resemble ham, “[if] you

eat ham, you could eat bear.”363 Black bear
is considered better to eat than grizzly, and
grizzly meat is not consumed today.364
In the past, the skins (unless it was too poor
to be used) were dried, smoked, then
tanned and prepared by women and used
to make clothing, rugs, sleigh packs, and
other items.365 “All the time they use
young bear skin for kids parky or
something like that. It’s not so long hair
and not so thick.”366 With the fur removed,
the strong leather was also used for dog
harnesses and traces.367 Today, people sell
the fur, keep them as sleeping pads or rugs,
or give them away.368
Unlike caribou and moose, the intestines of
bears were not used for eating, and they,
along with the bones would be properly
disposed of, perhaps by burning.369 Long
ago, the guts were used to store the
rendered fat which was like lard.370 Meat
was dried to preserve it,
I know the meat they dry it, they dry it and
that is the only way we could have it for a
while. We don’t have freezers, so we have
to dry it and then if we want to cook it, we
have to put it in water and soak it and then
boil it. That is the way we used to keep our
meat unless we have an ice house, you
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know we make a big pit in the ground. That
is the only way. Even now …They boil it and
they can fry it, and you can roast it to fire,
ribs, and they’re good. You know that is
when you’re hungry you kill it, you got no
food you can kill it.371
The meat is particularly good in the fall
when the animal is fat before hibernation –
“they’re really fat and they’re eating fresh
stuff in the fall, so [just] about anything is
good eating after they eat, like fresh
berries.”372 Both raw and cooked meat was
shared with friends and relatives.373 Eddy
McLeod recalls bringing meat into town for
Elders when he was younger; the feet were
considered a delicacy.374 Young bears may
be preferred over older animals.375 Spring
bears are not considered as good, especially
if they are killed in the dens,
Somebody was telling me that her husband
shot grizzly in the spring time and they cut
the meat and they start to fry it, it was so
awful smell. But you see, there I learned
something, because when the bear is in the
den, you know, the...because it don’t wake
up and, you know, the urine and everything
goes into the body ah. So that is why it
smells really bad.376
In the past, the fat was rendered into lard
and was considered the most valuable part
of the animal, although the meat was also
divided up and shared.377 Grizzly bear fat

can be used for cooking and it is as nice as
lard – doughnuts and bannock fried in the
fat are particularly nice.378
Long ago, people may have hunted bears
from their dens by smoking them out,
although this should only be done in times
of starvation.379 “They used to, when they
come across a bear den, grizzly bear den or
bear den, they smoke the bear out … that’s
how they take them. Get the bear out of
the den. Make a fire and throw it in the
den and bear’s got to come out, and they
shoot it that way. That’s how they get
their bear.”380 Before firearms were
available, a club made from a moose antler
was used to club the sleeping bear to death.
381

Another way to lure a grizzly from its den is
to throw your gun case in front of the den’s
door, according to Elders.382 Generally
speaking, a grizzly won’t come out of its den
if it is being poked or prodded, but this will
make it angry enough to watch for you to
leave and attack from behind.383 However,
one story tells of how two strong women
were able to poke and prod a grizzly out of
its den:
The Fearless Group [Excerpt]
‐Johnny Kaye384
One day, a bunch of boys went out to hunt.
When they came home, they said there was
a grizzly bear den nearby. So everyone,
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including the women, was to go to the den
and kill the bear. My grandmother and her
older sister were chosen to poke at the bear
to get it out of its den (these two were
strong women). With two long, sharpened
poles in hand, they made their way to the
den, along with everyone else. At the den,
they each got on a side of the opening of
the den. They began poking and soon the
bear came out. Before it was all the way
out, they barred its way securely with the
poles. At this instant, the men went down
at it with their hatchets and killed the bear.
The people continued to live and hunt in the
area without fear of the grizzly bear. This
ends the story.
Safety is very important when hunting
grizzly bears. A grizzly may stay still and
‘play dead’ after being shot, so it is
important to make sure it is dead before
approaching.385 Several young men in
Aklavik approached a bear on skidoo after
shooting it, and it rose and took a bite out
of the skidoo’s seat.386 One Aklavik hunter
received valuable lessons from Elders about
hunting safely,
When you hunt the grizzly bear in the spring
time, never get ahead of it. Never go in
front of the bear, or if the bear is up on the
hill and you’re down here, you get the heck
away, because the bear will turn to a ball
and just roll right down to you. That’s how
they’ll, that’s how they get away, some of

them, fast, they turn into a ball if they’re on
a hill, they just roll down.387
The best place to aim for most bears is
through the ribs into the heart.388 They may
also be shot in the neck or head.389 A very
fat bear should be shot in the neck, as the
fat may deflect a bullet from all but a large
firearm.390 Elders have said that if a person
is being attacked, the best place to aim is
the left arm, which is the dominant strong
arm used to hunt and harvest berries.391 If
you are close to a grizzly bear either due to
an attack or you’ve already shot it once, the
best course of action is to shoot it again
under the arm.392
Grizzly bears fighting other grizzlies
During the mating season, male grizzly
bears fight and sometimes kill each other,
although this is rare as one will usually run
off.393 Grizzly bears also fight over
resources such as fish.394 Occasionally
though, death may result;
I've seen … in the foothills, when I go around
and pick berries, I see one place where they
fight and tear at the ground. That’s at the
foot of the mountains, you know. I was
scared. I was alone walking around,
hunting rabbits and I got scared so I just
sneaked away. Right where I come from.
It's dangerous and they have big feet. …
they killed one another. There was fur and
387
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everything, the skeleton, everything there.
But the worms ate it up. It was just piled
up.395
Predation on grizzly cubs
A wolverine might be able to kill a grizzly
cub if the mother were not around, or if the
cub had wandered off.396 Many
interviewees indicated that adult male
grizzlies are also known to kill cubs, which is
why mother bears are so protective over
them. The mother bear will keep the cubs
away from other grizzlies, although in some
areas they can be quite close together –
“actually, I’ve seen it before, within less
than a mile radius, there were seven bears.
Females with cubs and big, big, big
bears.”397 A male grizzly can smell the cubs
from some distance.398
Grizzly bears and black bears
According to old timers, the mountains are
considered to be grizzly territory, and if a
black bear comes into the mountains, then
a grizzly would kill it or chase it away
(unless there are no grizzlies around) .399
Black bears do live low on the slopes, and
have been seen as far into the mountains as
around Eagle Plains.400 The grizzly bears can
smell black bears.401 However, grizzlies and
black bears do live together in the
Mackenzie Delta. Grizzly tracks and black
bear tracks have been spotted in the same

areas.402 There were different views on the
number of black bears in the Delta – some
hunters felt there were quite a few black
bears in the Delta, but some felt there were
not many.403
Grizzlies and black bears also share habitat
in the Tsiigehtchic area, north and east of
the Mackenzie River/Delta and up the Arctic
Red River.404 However, the increase in
grizzly bears between Fort McPherson and
Tsiigehtchic and around Tsiigehtchic has
caused a decrease in black bears in the
same area.405 “Long time ago, we used to,
every little trip you make, you see black
bear. Now [there’s] nothing.”406

John Norbert in Training Centre in Tsiigehtchic,
2012.
Photo: J. Edwards, GRRB
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Grizzly bears and wolves
Grizzly bears and wolves both predate on
the Porcupine Caribou Herd and an increase
in wolves has been noted. Wolves and
grizzlies can both hunt in the same area
without issue.407 However, grizzlies and
wolves may occasionally fight, and the
bears are the usual victor.408 Wolves may
scavenge carcasses when a grizzly leaves.409
Grizzlies, among other carnivores like foxes
and wolverines, may also scavenge from
wolf kills around the caribou herd.410
Wolves in a pack have been known to kill a
grizzly bear as shown by the following
stories:
[The] only one I hear is wolf. Wolf is the
only one that kills him. Otherwise, nothing
bothers him. [They can] kill anything,
wolves. My dad travel lots around the
coast. He say one year, right on top the hill,
two wolves killing grizzly bear down there.
Chew up all his legs and then grab … him by
the throat and then just throw it right off.
And that’s how they got him. … they eat
that. The wolves kill anything [they will] eat
it. They don’t kill it for nothing.411
A single wolf could not kill a grizzly, it would
have to be a several or more.412 Two
wolves were seen killing a grizzly bear in the
Yukon by Woody Elias’ father. One wolf
herded the bear towards the other wolf
that was hiding. When the bear was close
enough, the hidden wolf jumped out and

grabbed the bear’s snout, and the other
wolf attacked from the rear. The grizzly
died from lack of air.413 Wolves are also
known to bite the ankles of the grizzly to
cripple it and then attack.414 Wolves may
hunt grizzlies if they are hungry.415 Grizzlies
can be chased off a carcass by a pack of
wolves.416
I have seen one wolf one time running from
a grizzly bear. A grizzly bear was chasing it.
And the wolf was limping. I think they were
fighting over a caribou, because the grizzly
bear was carrying a caribou in his mouth,
one whole one, and the wolf was running
away from it.417
Other interactions
A porcupine may be able to kill a grizzly
bear. “I heard … a story [and] I believe it
too [where a] grizzly bear got killed by a
porcupine. Well this is an old story, he
went and met this old porcupine. I don’t
know, he just gave him a big slap and [the
grizzly didn’t] know what happened, [so]
the other side he gave him big slap too,
[and then the bear] bit it. And that’s the
end of it there. Quills … killed the grizzly
bear.”418
In the early 2000s, a grizzly bear reportedly
killed a polar bear and consumed a part of
the carcass.419
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Grizzlies may sit beside the entrance to a
beaver house, and when the beaver
emerges, the grizzly will grab it and kill it.
Grizzlies may also dig up a beaver house to
get at the beaver inside.420

Distribution
Interviewees agreed that grizzly bears are
seen all over the Richardson Mountains
(they are seen particularly often around the
NWT‐Yukon border on the Dempster
Highway) and Mackenzie Delta. They’re
seen commonly around Black Mountain
near Aklavik and Cache Creek, and north to
the coast, south throughout the Rat River
watershed to the Rock River area, all the
way to Ogilvie River. They’re seen in the
Travaillant Lake watershed, and around the
Kugaluk, Wolverine, Arctic Red and
Anderson rivers (see Range Maps, below).
Most interviewees indicated that there are
no areas in the Gwich’in Settlement area
where grizzlies have either appeared or
disappeared over their lifetimes.
When asked about a large number of
grizzlies in the front ranges, Aklavik Elder
Charlie Stewart indicated that it is food
supply and openness that keeps the bears
in this area, “there’s more feed up there.
They can see long ways ahead of them.
They see wolves or anything else around
there, well they spot them right away.”421
However, grizzly bear distribution or range
is changing to the north in the Inuvialuit
Settlement Area. Grizzlies appear to be
increasing in population and moving north,
possibly crossing ocean ice and even

420
421

Antoine Andre GEKP 1996‐7
Charlie Stewart DSGBW 2006‐11

interbreeding with polar bears.422 Grizzlies
are already common on the Arctic coast ‐
one hunter saw four bears in the Shingle
Point/Blow River area just before freeze‐up
in 2011. People are saying that grizzlies are
learning to hunt seals, and have been shot
on the sea ice.423 The warmer
temperatures in the summer may be driving
grizzlies further north.424
There are more grizzlies in the Richardson
Mountains than in the Mackenzie Delta.425
As noted in the Habitat use and
requirements section above, grizzlies are
often encountered in the mountains, in
particular in an area well‐used by Aklavik
and Fort McPherson hunters extending
from Black Mountain to the Rat River
watershed including Sheep Creek and Big
Eddy, and further south to the Dempster
Highway. Many interviewees mentioned
how Black Mountain is known in particular
for having grizzlies, perhaps due to the
open areas and abundance of berries. “Big
flat there, Black Mountain. …there were
about 11 grizzlies… eating berries.”426
Grizzly bears are often seen around the
NWT‐Yukon border on the Dempster
Highway from June to September.427 Even
when they are not following the caribou
herds, they find ground squirrels and
berries in the area.428
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Grizzly bear range

National Geographic, Esri, DeLorme, NAVTEQ, UNEP-WCMC, USGS, NASA, ESA, METI, NRCAN,
GEBCO, NOAA, iPC

Figure 4. Grizzly Bear Range Map429

429

ENR. 2012 Grizzly Shapefile map. GNWT, ENR,
Yellowknife, NT
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Figure 5. Gwich’in Grizzly Bear Observations430
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Gwich’in Social and Cultural Institute TK/TLU
Database, largely from Lambert 2012.
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Grizzlies are also often seen during the May
goose hunt around Point Separation and a
Fort McPherson trapper has seen them
between Fort McPherson and Tsiigehtchic
during the spring when he’s trapping
beavers.431
Grizzlies are also common around the
Kugaluk River, as shown by William
Modeste who has seen grizzly tracks along
the bank of the river from his cabin all the
way down the length of the river.432
“Because it’s their hunting ground, you
know. They come up the Kugaluk River
and go down in all these places, and
there’s fish all through, and they fish there
in the summer time.”433 Grizzlies are also
present around the Wolverine River and
Anderson River.434
As noted in the Physical Description section
above, there may be fewer grizzly bears,
and in particular, fewer large male grizzlies,
immediately around Aklavik due to hunting
pressure. The smaller bears seen are likely
younger bears.435 Further in the mountains
where people are less likely to travel, there
are more. People have not been making a
trail into the mountains in recent years due
to the lack of Porcupine Caribou in the
area.436 The lack of large grizzly bears may
be impacting people’s ability to hunt, as
indicated by returned tags. “I don’t know if
there’s less [grizzly bears around], but I
know from work, they used to fill all the

tags all the time. But now, even the
Inuvialuit are returning tags. Usually, they
fill theirs right away.”437
Grizzlies are not often seen up the Arctic
Red River, “You don’t see them on that
way… They’re always close to the highway,
that’s where you see them.”438 The bears
may be following the Dempster Highway
out of the mountains, and are more often
seen between Fort McPherson and
Tsiigehtchic.439 Earlier interviews (in 1996‐
97) indicated that grizzlies were rarely seen
around Tsiigehtchic during that time.440 It
is likely that there were always grizzly bears
in the area at least to some degree though,
and the highway is allowing the bears to be
seen more often.441
Grizzlies aren’t common around Travaillant
Lake, although they are seen.442 There are
also bears up the Mackenzie River from
Tsiigehtchic – at least four have been killed
around Tree River.443 There are also bears
in the Wolverine River area.444
Changes to food supply, for example, berry
availability, can cause a shift in grizzly bear
distribution. Some years the berry crop is
better in the mountains, some years it is
better in the Delta – the bears may shift to
accommodate these changes as berries are
a very important food resource for
grizzlies.445 Caribou and ground squirrels
437
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(both important food sources for the grizzly
bear) also eat berries.446

had moved from the front ranges back
further in the mountains.455

Population size and trend
There have been several population
declines noted by interviewees. Long ago
(perhaps in the 1940s, 1950s,447 1960s448),
there were fewer grizzly bears, relating to a
period of scarcity of moose and caribou.449
Another change in grizzly population may
relate to when skidoos became affordable
in the late 1960s or so, which allow easier
access to spring hunting areas – “…before
skidoos came in… there were quite a bit of
bears.”450
Grizzly populations also dropped in the
1980s‐1990s, and possibly as late as the
early 2000s.451 Many interviewees
indicated this drop was due to hunting
pressure. It may have also related to the
opening of the Dempster Highway.452 At
that point, there was no tag system in
place. One winter in Aklavik, when the price
for the skins was high, hunters harvested
many grizzlies.453 When the population
dropped, a management plan with a tag
system was implemented, and the
population recovered and is now stable, or
even rising.454 In the mid‐90s, the
population around Summit Lake near the
headwaters of the Rat River was up – John
Carmichael felt that perhaps the grizzlies
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John Carmichael in his home in Aklavik, 2007.
Photo: K. Callaghan, GRRB

There were some interesting differences in
the 2006 and 2012 interviews: many
interviewees in 2012 felt that the
population of grizzly bears was increasing or
high. This may be because the Porcupine
Caribou Herd was closer to the community
at that time. In 2006, several interviewees
indicated that although in general the bear
population was good or increasing, there
was a noticeable lack of grizzly bears due to
the migration path of the Porcupine
Caribou Herd which was further away from
Fort McPherson at that time. The grizzlies
may have focussed more on moose in the
Delta during that time.456
Many interviewees felt that the grizzly
population was stable or increasing. In
particular, the area around the Yukon‐NWT
border on the Dempster Highway has seen
455
456
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an increase in bear population, and it is
worrisome.457 Some interviewees felt that
there are ‘too many’ grizzly bears now,
especially those following or hunting the
caribou herds, and related to the
introduction of the tag system.458 Some
interviewees felt it may be time to re‐assess
the tags. In particular, the short period of
time a hunter is allowed to kill a grizzly after
obtaining a tag (they must go hunting
within two days) is an issue for people who
spend longer periods of time undertaking
traditional activities on the land.459 One
interviewee felt the population of grizzlies
was in fact declining.460
Interviewees agreed that grizzly bears do
not seem to have a population cycle, like
rabbits and lynx have. Ground squirrels, an
important source of food for the bears, do
not seem to cycle either.461
There may be more silver‐tip or old grizzlies
in the mountains around Fort
McPherson.462 However, there are fewer
grizzly bears in general in that area, during
years when the caribou herd does not
migrate nearby.463
There may be an increasing population in
the Mackenzie Delta and around
Tsiigehtchic in recent years. Although
grizzlies have always been in the Delta, they
used to be much scarcer than they are
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now.464 This may relate to changing land‐
use patterns in the Delta and other areas in
the Gwich’in Settlement Area. In the past,
there was a camp every five miles, and
people staying out in their camps more
often and for longer stretches. Often the
camps would have to kill a bear in the
spring if one was trying to take food from
the camp. Since the camps are not being
used as much, the grizzly population in
some areas is increasing.465 However, there
are still considered to be fewer grizzly bears
in the Delta than the mountains.466 As
noted in the Habitat use and requirements
section and the Distribution section above,
grizzlies are also increasing their population
and range northward along the Arctic coast.
Grizzly bears may continue to increase in
population over the next decade if they are
not hunted.467
It is difficult to compare grizzly bear
population today with the population from
long ago, due to the differences in travel
and lifestyle. People can now travel very
quickly using skidoos and outboard motors,
and see a lot more of the country very
quickly.468

Limiting factors and threats
Hunting has, in the past, been the main
limiting factor for grizzlies. Hunting is now
controlled through a tag system under a
management plan, and at this time, hunting
does not pose a threat. Hunting still affects
grizzlies in the area immediately around
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Aklavik into the mountains, where access is
easier for hunters. One hunter felt that a
size restriction on hunting tags may help
the bears around Aklavik to ‘size up’ to the
large bears that were historically found
there.469 Additionally, a winter trail from
Aklavik into the mountains for caribou
hunting has not been set in recent years
due to a lack of Porcupine Caribou in the
area. When the caribou herd returns, a trail
may again be used, which may alter where
people hunt.470 As hunting is now
controlled, shooting bears for protection of
life and property is the next largest threat,
especially as grizzlies are becoming bolder
with hunters.471

Grizzly bears do not find roads, even busy
roads like the Dempster Highway, or large
rivers to be a barrier to movement, nor do
they prevent the bears from using an
area.472 Some interviewees felt that human
activity and noise may not prevent a grizzly
from moving through an area, but they will
likely not stay if there is, for example, a loud
generator.
Some interviewees felt that noises would
not bother a grizzly bear, and pointed out
that they are known to habituate to being
around a town. Hunting noise (and possibly
even other human noises) may actually
attract a bear to an area (see Interactions
section above).473 One bear, in poor shape
in the fall time, returned to a camp after
being hit non‐fatally with a bullet.474
However, bears may be spooked by some
engine noises, such as skidoos, or planes.475
Grizzlies, along with other animals such as
moose and sheep, took decades to get used
to the highway. Seeing these animals close
to or on the road is a relatively recent
phenomenon and the road has been open
to Fort McPherson since the late 1970s.476
Interviewees did not feel that vehicles
struck and killed grizzly bears.477
Forest fires will cause grizzly bears to leave
an area. When they see the smoke from
the fire, they leave the area, especially if
they have young ones to protect.478 The

Walter Alexie in Band Office in Fort McPherson,
2012.
Photo: J. Edwards, GRRB
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bears may return when vegetation grows,
possibly as soon as a year after the fire, but
likely a few years for some vegetation, and
more for fish stocks. Fires destroy the
bear’s food, including vegetation and even
fish stocks can be affected.479 “It take a few
years, because there [will] be no ground
squirrels, and no berries, and no roots. A
lot of times they eat leaves too you know,
just like moose.”480 Elders indicated that
bear tracks are not seen in an area where a
forest fire has recently burned.481

occurred in June.483 Some interviewees felt
starvation was a major threat to grizzlies.484
Flooding events in the Mackenzie Delta may
have reduced the number of bears in the
last several years – there seems to be fewer
and they might have drowned, or moved
into the mountains. The flooding may have
also reduced the grizzlies’ food supply, and
they could have starved.485
With fewer people living out on the land
than in the past, there is a need for further
studies on grizzly bears to understand their
populations.486
A grizzly bear was shot east of Tsiigehtchic
one year that had a festering wound from
an ear tag. The animal had been tagged
around Tuktoyaktuk. The wound had made
the bear ‘crazy.’487
Male grizzlies may kill cubs in the spring
when they come upon them, which could
affect the population levels.488

Animal Health
Abe Wilson in Fort McPherson, 2013.
Photo: D. Firth, GRRB

A lack of caribou is considered to be a
possible threat for grizzlies.482 A lack of
berries is also hard on them – a bad berry
year came once when a bad snowstorm

Grizzlies have a nice coat when they emerge
from their dens in May, although they may
be in poorer shape at that time until they
start eating well again.489 Their coat shows
how healthy the animal is – a nice shiny
coat means the bear is healthy. An ‘ugly’
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coat means it is not healthy.490 Skinny bears
may be hungry, or sick.491

Grizzlies, along with all other animals, also
have internal parasites,

Grizzly bears are, in general, a healthy
animal.492 Bears in the Delta and in the
mountains are equally healthy. In the
mountains, the bears have access to ground
squirrels, berries, and hunting
opportunities. In the Delta, the bears have
good access to fish and berries as well.493

But all these animals that you talk about,
the grizzly bears and the wolves. You got to
be careful when you handle them, ‘cause
they have worms. …Like the tapeworms that
live in the feces, in scats. And if you step on
them, dust comes to the air. You can
breathe that.498

Ernest Vittrekwa once saw an infection, a
large deep cyst in the muscle of a grizzly
bear.494 Bears may also get injured in fights.
“I have seen one limping, probably from
fighting.”495

Old age may be the most important health
issue for bears. “Lots of them are old too,
just barely getting by…. Oh, they get so
old. They get kind of desperate.”499

Alfred Semple indicated that old bears may
starve due to poor teeth and an inability to
provide for themselves. He once shot a
bear that was stealing from a cache. The
bear’s stomach was empty except for the
fish it had taken, not even berries were
present. The bear had no hair on its belly
and was obviously not healthy. It had no
fat, and ‘no teeth.’ It would have likely died
soon.496 Another time, a poor bear was
seen – “it was really skinny like you could
see its ribs right through the fur. It looked
older. It must be of something stopping
him from eating like maybe something
wrong with its teeth or its jaw or
something.”497

Climate change may be impacting grizzlies.
Freeze up is much later than it used to be,
for example, in 2012 it was around two
weeks late.500 If the grizzly comes out of
the den too early due to warm weather,
there may be no food available if the
ground squirrels are not out and the roots
are still frozen into the earth.501 The
increase in heat in the summers may also
affect grizzlies.502 Warmer weather in the
fall allows grizzlies to stay out of their dens
for a few more weeks – rivers and lakes stay
open longer. This may be contributing to
the increase in grizzly bean populations.503
As grizzlies are generalists in their eating
habits, they may find it easier than some
animals to adapt to changes in the land due

Changes to the land
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George Niditchie GTK 2012‐3
William Modeste GTK 2012‐3
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Eddy McLeod GTK 2012‐3
493
Eddie Greenland GTK 2012‐3
494
Ernest Vittrekwa GTK 2012‐3
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Lloyd Nerysoo DSGBW 2006‐11
496
Alfred Semple DSGBW 2006‐11
497
Ryan McLeod DSGBW 2006‐11
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Johnny Charlie DSGBW 2006‐11
Charlie Stewart DSGBW 2006‐11
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Aklavik Hunter GTK 2012‐3
501
Eddie Greenland GTK 2012‐3
502
Abe Peterson GTK 2012‐3
503
Abe Wilson GTK 2012‐3
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to warming temperature.504 However,
changes to vegetation and mud slides into
creeks may negatively impact grizzlies, as
may changes that negatively affect caribou
populations.505 For example, a particularly
rainy year and warm spring with a quick
melt caused changes in the creek beds and
banks:

produce an over‐population of that
animal.509
However, most agreed that the plan was
protecting grizzly bears from the higher
harvests that were happening before it was
implemented. “Before they put the quota,
you’d just go and shoot three or four bears
and get your money.”510

That big rain last summer really [messed] up
all the creeks too. The creeks were really
awful to travel on, full of rocks. Even at
Willow River, at the mouth, was all washed
out… If the banks are all washed out,
[grizzly bears] probably can’t find routes [to
travel along] anymore. It’s just straight rock
now in the creek. There would be no fresh
roots to dig.506
A major change to the landscape has been
the growth of brushy areas and increase in
willows. Some brushy patches are
practically impenetrable – people on
snowshoes cannot pass through them, nor
can moose, or grizzlies.507

Protection
The grizzly bear management plan is
protecting the grizzly population. If the
plan and tag system stays in place, the
population should remain stable.508 Not all
interviewees agreed with the management
plan. Some felt that it interfered with
hunting rights, and that allowing an animal
to reproduce without being hunted could
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Abe Peterson, Eddie Greenland, William Modeste
GTK 2012‐3
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Eddie Greenland, Ernest Vittrekwa GTK 2012‐3
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Ian McLeod DSGBW 2006‐11
507
Walter Alexie GTK 2012‐3
508
Eddie Greenland, Robert Alexie Sr. GTK 2012‐3
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Woody Elias GTK 2012‐3
Eddie Greenland DSGBW 2006‐11
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Credits: Interviewees
This report was possible due to the
knowledge and generosity of the
interviewees in various projects.
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Antoine Andre (D511)
Gabe Andre
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Catherine Mitchell (D)
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William Teya (D)
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Glen Alexie
Robert Alexie Sr.
Donald Aviugana
John Carmichael
Johnny Charlie
Woody Elias
Peter Francis
Eddie Greenland
Patrick Gordon
Freddie Greenland
Archie Jerome
Peter James Kay
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Ian McLeod
Ryan McLeod
Abraham Peterson
Alfred Semple (D)
Dale Semple
Abe Stewart Sr.
Charlie Stewart
Ernest Vittrekwa
Billy Wilson
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Appendix A informed consent statement
Gwich'in Traditional Knowledge of Species at Risk 2012‐2014

Interviewee:
Date:

___________________________________

Community:
Location:

___________________________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

Interviewer(s):___________________________________
Translator: ____________________________________
Others Individuals Present: ___________________________________
Background
The Gwich’in Renewable Resource Board and the Gwich’in Social and Cultural Institute are
interviewing holders of Gwich’in traditional knowledge to gather information that will be used in
various species at risk processes. For example, this could include reviewing and providing
information for territorial and federal status reports, and creation of plans to help the species at
risk. This interview is about
□ Wolverine
□ Grizzly bear
□ Mountain woodland caribou
Study Goals
The objectives of this study are to collect Gwich’in knowledge about species at risk including
observations on the land, special significance, physical description, distribution, habitat,
population size and trend, limiting factors and threats, and animal health. This knowledge will
benefit the communities in that it will be a permanent record available for future generations
and that it will be useful in assessing species at risk, recovery planning, and resource
management.
Recording of interview
With your permission, the interview will be recorded and a transcript made. The transcript is a
typed record of the interview and is useful for report writing and extracting information later
on. The information marked on the maps will be digitized or traced into a computerized
mapping system.
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Verification of information
The interviews will be transcribed and a summary report will be completed. Following the
interview you will receive a copy of the transcript if you wish and will have opportunity to
correct any of the information that was recorded. There will be a verification meeting at a later
date to go over the TK study results, which will include knowledgeable Gwich’in Elders and
harvesters from all Gwich’in communities. Corrections and changes can be made at the meeting.
Language
If you would prefer to be interviewed in Gwich’in, we can arrange for a translator.
□ NO (I don’t want a translator)
□ YES (I want a translator)
Data Storage
Original materials, which may include audio files, written notes, transcripts, translations, maps,
videos, and photographs, will be kept at Gwich’in Social and Cultural Institute offices and
eventually placed in secure storage at the GSCI’s archives in Yellowknife. A copy of the final
report will be distributed to each organization identified by the Aurora Research Institute for
consultation. Copies of all research materials will be stored on a secure computer at the GRRB
office in Inuvik as well.
Use of information
The information collected in the study will be used to write a report that will be distributed to
community organizations, each participant if desired, and will be made public.
This summary report may be shared with the Northwest Territories Species at Risk Committee
for the creation of Species Status Reports, to the federal Committee on the Status of
Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) for their use in assessing species at risk, and to the
federal government for use in the recovery planning, among others, so that they can benefit
from this knowledge and avoid asking knowledge holders for the same information. In the
future, other researchers may be interested in using this information. Access to the original
materials will be controlled by the GSCI and GRRB.
Funding
The funding for this study has been provided through a contribution agreement from the
Aboriginal Funds for Species at Risk through Environment Canada, with in‐kind support from
GRRB and GSCI.
Payment
You will be compensated for your time and knowledge at a rate of $XX. You will be paid by
cheque from the GRRB office in Inuvik, and it will be mailed to you within two weeks. An invoice
will be filled out at the end of the interview.
Confidentiality
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Gwich’in Elders and participants interviewed will have credit in the report for the valuable
information they provide. Gwich’in like to know who provided traditional knowledge
information and their names on tapes and/or transcripts and final reports will add credibility to
the traditional knowledge provided. If confidentiality is requested, then the interviewees name
will be removed from the report and they will not receive credit for their information.
Participation
Your participation in this interview is completely voluntary. You have the right to refuse to
answer questions you are not comfortable with. You also have the right to stop the interview at
any time and withdraw your participation from the study at any time, even after the interview is
complete.
You do not have to answer any questions you do not want to, and you can stop the interview at
any time.
May we interview you for this report? □ YES
□ NO [INTERVIEW ENDS]
Do you wish to be given credit for the information you provide? That is, have your name in the
report? If not, confidentiality of your name is ensured.
□ I want to be acknowledged specifically (such as at the end of quotes).
□ I want to be acknowledged generally: my name will not be associated with specific
comments but I will be acknowledged as a contributor.
□ I do not want my name used or associated with the information I give or included in the
report; I want to remain anonymous.
May we record this interview for the report and for future generations to use?
□ YES □ NO
May we take your photo for use in this report and other GSCI or GRRB materials?
□ YES □ NO
Would you like a copy of the taped interview on CD?
□ YES □ NO
Would you like a copy of the transcript?
□ YES □ NO
By signing below, you give informed consent for this interview. We respect the choices you
made filling this consent form.
Signature of interviewee
X___________________________________
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Date: ________________________________
Signature of interviewer(s)
X___________________________________

Date: ________________________________

Contact:
Kristi Benson
Sharon Snowshoe
Amy Thompson
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Appendix B Questionnaire
Questionnaire/interview guide for Gwich’in Traditional Knowledge Interviews on Grizzly Bear

Gwich’in Social and Cultural Institute/Gwich’in Renewable Resources Board

[Informed Consent statement reviewed/signed]

What do you generally do out on the land and about how many days or weeks?

Have you seen grizzly bears your whole life? If not, when in general have you seen or not seen
them?

There will be a map question later, but in general, where do you usually see grizzlies?

What are you usually doing when you see them?

Can you easily tell if the bear you see are grizzly bears? If so, what makes them distinctive?

Is there a separate name for grizzly bears in Gwich’in? What is it?
‐grizzly bear: sheh, shih
‐black bear: shoh
Do female bears have a different name?
Do male bears?
Young bears?
Are there any names for grizzly bears which should be recorded?
‐young bear/cub: sheh gii; shih gii
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‐ice‐covered bear: atsanh and/or luu tun

How important are grizzly bears to the Gwich’in and why?

How did people used to treat grizzly bears in the past?

How did people used to hunt grizzly bears in the past?

How did people used to take care of their camps and hunting sites in the past?

Mapping Exercise:

Can you mark on this map (fine‐scale map of the local area):











the areas where you spend time on the land, now and in the past? Outline the areas that
you know best. If the areas are discreet, indicate how long your experience is in each.
Mark locations where you have encountered grizzlies. For each location, indicate:
o What year?
o What season?
o What were you doing?
o Was it you that seen it? If not, who?
o Did you see a bear itself or bear sign? If so, please describe what you saw
o Was it a male or female? Cubs?
Would you consider any areas to be important to grizzly bears during the summer? For
each location:
o Why?
Would you consider any areas important to grizzly during the spring?
o Why?
Winter?
o Why?
Fall or freeze up?
o Why?
Have you ever seen a grizzly den? Mark all on map. For each:
o When did you see it?
o Was it being used at that time?
o Is it special or important?
Mark any areas that you feel are the most important to protect for the long‐term survival of
grizzly bears
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Range Boundaries

The whole GSR is considered to be within grizzly bear range [show range map]. In some areas
they’re considered transient or passing through, in others, they’re common. Do you think this is
correct?

Was there a time in the past when you couldn’t find grizzlies across their whole range?

Are they found everywhere equally across the GSR or are there spots where there are more?

Do you think grizzlies are kept separated from each other because of rivers, roads, poor habitat,
or anything like that? Or do their ranges overlap at all? In other words, could different
populations become totally separated or do they always mix up?

Behaviour and biology
Habitat Use and requirements
What do grizzly bears eat in the summer? Fall? Winter? Spring?
Describe a grizzly bear den –
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Where do grizzlies like to den?
How do you know it’s a grizzly den? What kind of sign?
Have you ever looked inside it? If so, what did you see?
Do the bears use anything inside or around the den?
Are their different types of dens?
Do they use the same dens year after year?

Are there any landscape features (provide example: hills, woods, caves, valleys) that grizzly
bears use? For what, and when?
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What sort of area would support a lot of grizzly bears?

Do you think the whole area used by grizzlies is good habitat for them? Or are any areas
poorer? If so, why are they using those areas?

Is there anything a grizzly needs to stay healthy, such as a particular plant or mineral? Stream or
lake? Food type?

If you consider the plants, animals, and other natural things that a grizzly bear requires to live
well, is it likely that grizzly bear populations will change in the future? Why?

Movements
Do grizzlies move around in a particular pattern daily or migrate seasonally? Describe.

Do they move far away from their mothers as they grow?

What stops them from moving freely – for example, open areas or treed areas, roads,
mountains?

Do they come together at any time of year, for example, to mate?

Life cycle and reproduction
How old are grizzlies when they first have young ones?

Do you know how long grizzly bears can live?

How many cubs? Do they usually live to be adults?
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Any other information about their life cycle? [have you ever observed cubs with their mothers
and can tell us anything about how they grow up]

What do grizzlies usually die from? Have you seen any carcasses?

Physiology and adaptability
Do any areas have better‐fed bears, or under‐fed bears? What causes these things?

Can grizzlies tolerate changes to their habitats? If so, how much and what types of changes?

Interactions
How do grizzlies get along with other animals?

Do grizzlies fight with each other?
With any other animals?

Do they hunt? If so, what animals, and at what times?

Can any animal kill a grizzly or a grizzly cub?

Do grizzlies have to compete with any other animals for their food?

Population
What is the population like now? What has made it at its current point – such as management
plans, changes in how people hunt, etc.
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Does the grizzly bear population have a cycle? If so, is it related to other animals or plants?

Is the population stable? Was there ever a time when there were very few? Way more?

If there were ever changes, what could have caused the changes?

Do grizzly bears look the same as always?

Did you hunt, or hear of anyone hunting, grizzly bears?
Does anyone still hunt them?
Have hunting practises changed, and if so, why?

Does anyone hunt for black bears?

[IF APPROPRIATE] If grizzly bear –people interactions are more likely, is it because the grizzly
population is too large? Or is it because people or grizzlies are behaving differently?

Distribution trends
Do grizzlies generally live across their whole range, year after year? Or is there cycles or
changes in their range?

If grizzlies became extinct in an area, would you imagine that nearby grizzlies would move in?
Do you think the new grizzlies would be different enough that they would find it hard to adapt
to life?

If the grizzly were gone from an area for a long time, would the land change in such a way that it
would be hard for the grizzly to return? How?
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Threats

Habitat

What would make an area no good for grizzlies?

Are there any changes in the land around you which are good for grizzlies?
‐

Bad for grizzlies?

Forest fires

How do forest fires affect grizzlies?

Do grizzlies return to burned out areas? If yes, how long does it take for them to come back?

What are they doing there?

Industry and Development

Have you observed grizzly bears using or avoiding areas that have been altered by industrial
activity or developments? Can you provide specific examples? For example, seismic lines, roads,
etc.?

Predation
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Are there changes to the number of predators (such as wolves, or lynx) in areas where grizzlies
live? How do these effect grizzlies?

If there are any animals that grizzlies rely on for food, are there any changes to those animals?
Describe effects on grizzlies.

Grizzly parasites and disease

How can you tell if a bear is healthy, either from a distance or if it’s being skinned/butchered?

Have you seen a change in grizzly bear health in your region?
If so, what do you think is the cause?

Noise and light disturbance

Have you observed noise or light disturbance from aircraft, skidoos, ATVs, or industry affecting
grizzly bears in your area?

Do you notice areas where it is more of a problem?

Do you have suggestions for how to address this?

Harvesting and traditional practises

[IF APPROPRIATE] Are grizzly bears being shot or killed too often in your area? Describe. If yes,
what could be done to stop it?

Are you familiar with the Grizzly Bear Management Plan in the GSA?
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How do ‘problem’ bears come to be? (those that pester people, roads, fish camps, etc, and have
to be killed in protection of life and property).

As killing “problem” bears could be very hard on grizzly bear populations, how should young
people be taught to avoid creating ‘problem’ bears?

Are grizzly bears competing with hunters? Why, and how can it be avoided?

Vehicle collisions

Do vehicles strike and kill grizzlies?

Climate change

Have you observed any changes related to climate change such as changes in snow condition,
temperature, or rainfall in your area?

If so, have you noticed if these changes have affected grizzly bears or their habitat? How?

Threats ‐ general

Are there any other things that negatively affect grizzly bears that we haven’t already discussed?

Which of these threats stand out to you as having the most impact upon grizzly bears?
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Are there potential solutions to these threats?

[IF APPROPRIATE] were there any threats to grizzlies in the past that have been resolved, and
are no longer a threat? [use peregrine falcon example].

[IF APPROPRIATE] are there any threats that might happen in the next ten years that will affect
grizzlies?

Other observations or beneficial practices

Do you know of any traditional Gwich’in conservation practices or activities which would
preserve grizzly bears now or in the past?

Has there been anything done by people or governments that have been good for grizzlies, such
as the creation of a park, or rules about hunting?

Stories
Do you know any old time stories about grizzly bears?
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